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U.S.Departmentof Labor
Ray.MAl'shall,Secretary
Office of InspectorGeneral
Made Pursuantto Section5 of PublicLaw 95-452,
InspectorGeneral Act of 19_'8
U. S. DEPARTM ENT OF LABOR
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASH | NGTON
JUH 1 1979
Honorable Walter F. Mondale
President of the Senate
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. President:
I am pleased to transmit to the Congress the enclosed
first semi-annual report of the Inspector General
of the Department of Labor0 covering the period
October i, 1978 through March 31, 1979, as required
by section 5 of the Inspector General Act of 1978.
I have read this report carefully, and I believe
it provides an extensive overview of the activities
of our Inspector General's Office during the period
covered. The activities of the Inspector General's
Office and its reports to the Department and to
the Congress will be an excellent vehicle for
identifying and resolving management problems
and will be a useful yardstick for measuring our
progress in eliminating waste, fraud and ineffi-
ciency in Departmental programs.
Many of the areas highlighted in the report have
previously been brought to my attention, and last
year, in order to address these problems, I estab-
lished the Office of Special Investzgation (OSI),
the Department's predecessor to the Office of
the Inspector General. OSX was charged with perform-
ing the Department's audit and investigation activi-
ties, both internal and external, coordinating
and administering our Organized Crime Strike Force
activity, our anti-fraud programs and the Depart-
ment's ADP review functions. Establishment of
OSI enabled us to concentrate resources on our
programs whichwere experiencing the most difficulty.
This office became the core of our Office of the
Inspector General (OIG), established by law in
October 1978.
I ampleased to be able to add to the report the
fact that as of May 16, 1979, President Carter's
nominee as our Inspector General, Marjorie Fine
Knowles, has been confirmed by the Senate and
sworn into her new duties here. I welcome, her
and have great confldence In her integrlty and
ability, which she has demonstrated in her duties
as Assistant General Counsel (Inspector General
Division) at H_q. I look forward to working with
her in a concerted effort to improve all of our
program areas. We will have shortly filled all
of the authorized positions whichwe have devoted
to the Office of the Inspector General, so that
the resource problems of the last 6 months will
be in large part eliminated. I think we all recog-
nize that resources alone will not determine the
success of this program, Success will be dependent
on the quality and experience of the staff, the
direction they receive, and the priorities that
we set.
Most importantly, our success will be determined
by how well we correct the deficiencies in program
structure and management that lead to fraud and
abuse. Our emphasis must be on prevention.
In order to further improve program management,
the Department is taking additional steps. New
legislation and regulations in many of our program
areas are making the requirements clearer, so
that the inadvertent misuse of funds is reduced.
The law and regulations strengthen our power to
step in and act quickly where real problems are
found. We are also requiring better recordkeeping
in all of our programs, so that problems can be
spotted more quickly and more accurately. It
is clear, for example, that bad recordkeepin9
accounts for a substantial portion of our auditors'
questioned costs. I would also like to place
the issue of questioned costs in the proper context.
Between October I, 1978 and March 31, 1979, we
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issued final audit reports covering over $3 billion
in grantee/contractor funds, and only 1.3 percent
of these costs were characterized as questioned
costs. Our balance of unresolved audit costs
is steadily being reduced, and since March 1977,
the total questioned costs have been reduced from
$507 million to $200 million.
The OIG report addresses several areas in this
Department where management improvements would
alleviate certain identified problems. I would
like now to indicate some of the actions this
Department has taken to improve those situations
found by the OIG.
First, in the area of audit resolution, I have
established a Departmental Audit Review Committee
to examine and monitor audit resolution and debt
collection practices, and to recommend improvements.
The Inspector General is represented on that Com-
mittee. Because the significant percentage of
this Department's grant and contract funds involve
our Employment and Training Administration (ETA),
that agency is taking active measures to improve
its own resolution of unresolved audit findings.
Our new CETA regulations and the grant regulations
which we will issue shortly should make a substan-
tial improvement in the management of this program.
In the area of our fraud and employee integrity
program, I am very encouraged by the Fraud and
Abuse Prevention Survey (FAPS) program, under
which we work with programs we fund to identify
and correct conditions whioh would provide the
opportunity for fraud or abuse. These surveys
should focus the attention of program managers
on appropriate methods for preventing unwarranted
diversion of their grant funds and give us the
opportunity to work cooperatively with these pro-
grams to establish the best possible prevention
methods to eliminate management problems.
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As a further means of encouraging and promoting
proper handllng of our program funds, we have
also established independent monitoring units
within each of the more than 450 CETA prime spon-
sors. In this way, greater assistance can be
give n to the program units so that they can exert
their own controls on their own funds before prob-
lems develop.
I feel sure that the progress we have already
made will be increased as our Office of the Inspec-
tor General begins to operate at its full resource
level under the direction of Marjorie Fine Knowles.
We look forward to working within the Administra-
tion and with the Congress to achieve the purposes
of the Inspector General Act.
Sincerely,
Secretary of Labor
Enclosure
U.S. Deparlment of Labor O,_eofInspectorGennr_l
Washington.D.C.20210
Replyto theAttenlionof:
R_'L1 30,"1979 RL'TION
_t_l FOR: THES__
FlqK:R: R.C._
_tor General ACt_
SUBJECT= Bem/-Annual Report of the Ins1_=t_r General
PRIORITY: " Imporrant
In accordance with Public Law 95-452, the Insoec.tot General Act
of 1978, I am pleased to trot to you the first Semi-Annual
Report of the Department of Labor's Office of Inspector General.
As you know, the Act states thatyou areto transmit the Semi-Nmual
Report with any ccm_nents you deem appropriate to the appropriate
oommlttees or subcommittees of the Congress within 30 days.
_he Act also states that within 60 days of the date you transmit the
Semi-Annual Report to the Congress, you are to make copies available
to the public upon request and at a reasonable cost.
i_¢losure
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Inspector General Act of 1978 passed by Congress in October 1978,
established by statute the Office of Inspector General (OIG) in the
Department of Labor (DOL). Consolidated within the OIG are all DOL
audit and investigative activities, including the Department's external
and internal audit functions, the Department's fraud and employee
integrity investigative activities, the Department's Organized Crime
Strike Force activity as well as its ADP review function. _his execu-
tive stmmary briefly identifies the more significant accomplishments
of the OIG's major functional (xmi0onents during the October i, 1978 -
March 31, 1979 reporting period. The report provides detailed discus-
sions of each ccmponent's history, methods and accomplishments.
A. Audit
--- 176 final audit reports have been issued during the re-
porting period, which question $43.8 million in costs.
-- 23 final audit reports disclosed significant findings and
questioned costs.
-- The most frequent and significant problems identified by
these audits were ineligible participants in DOL programs,
improper expenditures, and insufficient documentation of
expenditures.
--- DOL has been making significant improvements in audit
resolution and debt collection problems, particularly in
the area of pEe-CKEA categorical programs. Open categorical
reports have been reduced 46 percent and associated unre-
solved questioned costs have been reduced 30 percent.
_he number of ETA National Program open reports has also
been substantially reduced by 26 percent.
B. Fraud and Employee Integrity Investigations
-- II field offices were established durJ2g this reporting
period to implement the Department's fraud investigation
responsibility.
-- 645 cases are open as of March 31, 1979.
--- 80 cases have been referred for prose:_tlon during this
reporting period.
-- 67 indictments have been returned.
-- 53 convictions have been obtained in cases in which OIG
has participated.
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR OFFICE OF INSPECTOR
SD{I-ANNUAL REPORT
i, 1978 - MARCH 31, 1979
INTRODUCTION
In this, the first Semi-Annual Report issued _' the Office of the
Inspector General (OIG) of the Department of La_x)r,a brief history
of the organization and descriptions of OIG functional components
are presented. The report is organized in two basic sections, with
detailed information included in appendices. S_ction I contains a
broad overview of the OIG, including its history and current status.
Section II is divided into four parts, each discussing the methods and
accomplishments of the major functional components of the OIG in the
Department of Labor.
I. PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Historx and Purpose of OIG
_he Inspector General Act of 1978, passed by Cx)ngress in October 1978,
established by statute the Office of Inspector General in the Depart-
ment of Labor. The Office of Special Investigations (OSI), which had
been established by the Secretary of Labor in April 1978, formed the
nucleus of the new OIG organization.
OSI had been created as an outgrowth of a task force chartered to pro-
vide timely responses to allegations of fraud _nd abuse in the CEEA
program. The evolution of the task force into OSI brought together all
Department of Labor (DOL) audit and investigat:iveactivities, including
the Department's external and internal audit flmctions, the Department's
fraud and employee integrity activity, the De_irtment's Organized Crime
Strike Force activity, as well as its ADP review function. This unified
structure enabled the Department to better plan and coordinate its
audit and investigative activities while avoiding duplicatlon. Since
OSI reported directly to the Secretary, its ir_ependence and objectivity
was also enhanced.
Since the OIG was established in October 1978, Rocco C. DeMarco has
served as the Acting Inspector General. Prior to that, from April
through October 1978, Mr. DeMarco served as the Director of the Office
of Special Investigations.
In March 1979, President Carter homered Marjorie Fine Knowles, cur-
rently the Assistant General Counsel for.the Inspector General of the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, to be the Inspector
General of the Department of Labor. Ms. Knowles confirmation is pending.
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In addition to work performed by the audit staff, OIG has "relied
on substantial contract funds to conduct a large portion of its
requi.-edaudits in FY 1979. In FY 1979 the OIG received $I million.
in Its own budget for contracting for audit services, and is receiving
an a_ditional $8 million from the Employment and Training Administration
(ETA) for contract audits performed in the CETA program. The bulk
of these funds are being used to hire Independent Public Accountants
(IPAs) with a much m_aller amount provided to State and local audiL
agencies. The Department has given some assurance to OIG that it will
be receiving a comparable level of financial assistance in FY 1980
for such audit contracts.
Broad Functional Structure
The OIG's program objectives are implemented through its four major func-
tional components: Audit, Investigations, Strike:Force Activity and ADP
Review. While each of the first three components operates independently
of the others, their work can and does interrelate as necessary or appropriate
during the course of specific audits and investigations. ADP Review, in
addition to having its own evaluation responsibilities, provides software
and technical support to the OIG. Each of the previously cited Components
and their specific functions are discussed in detail in this report.
II. REVIEW OF WORK PROGRAMS BY OIG
Ao AUDIT
Overview, Personnel and Responsibilities
The major objectives of the OIG's audit program are to review and audit
D0L programs and funds to ensure fiscal integrity, regulatory compliance,
efficient operations and program results. OIG _as I0 audit offices in
the Department's region@l cities for implementirg the OIG audit objectives.
The majority of audits conducted by or for the OIG are external audits of
DOL grantees, subgrantees and contractors. Generally, these are financial
and compliance audits performed in accordance with annually updated audit
guides which are specifically designed according to requirements of each
DOL program. Internal audits of the Department's activities are also
conducted. These are mainly economy, efficiency and program effectiveness
audits, although wheze appropriate, financial ar_ compliance audits are
also conducted. In addition, special impact studies are conducted on a
nationwide basis of selected external and interrml programs (or specific
aspects of such programs) which are believed to require the special attention
of Departmental management. These audits usually address areas of compliance,
efficiency and economy.
Application of Resources to Audit Universe
The audit program has been authorized a total of 158 positions for FY 1979
and FY 1980, consisting of 128 professional and 310clerical support.staff.
Nine million dollars ($i million in Departmental Management funds and $8
million from the Secretary's CET_ discretionary funds) are available for
procuring IPA services in FY 1979. The CETA funds may only be used for
CETA audits, while Departmental Management funds are used to procure all
other audits. Neither staff nor financial resources are adequate to pro-
vide the desirable audit coverage.
To achieve balanced audit coverage, OIG has developed and maintains as a
part of the OIG Management Information System, a DOL audit universe listing
which identifies the grant, contract and internal DOL entities which require
audit coverage. The audit universe listing incl_es an historical record of
actual audits Conducted during the preceeding 2-3 year period to aid in
identifying the entities which need to be scheduled for audit in the current
year, (i.e., the annual universe). The goal of t_e audit program has been
to comply with the provisions of CETA and Inspector General legislation, to
conduct financial and compliance audits of all CS_fAState and local prime
sponsors at least once every two years, of National Program sponsors and
contractors every year, and to conduct audits of all major DOL organizations
and functional areas at least once every three years.
Shortfall of Audit Coverage
In FY 1978, Audit fell short of covering its annual audit universe. For
example, 25 percent of the CETA prime sponsors which were required to be
audited during FY 1978 were not audited. More t3,an40 percent of the SESA
audits and more than 65 percent of the OSHA audits were not accomplished.
Finally, more than 80 percent of the internal audits were not performed,
nor were any Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) or Federal
Employees Compensation Act (FECA) audits conductc._.
During FY 1979 Audit has diverted some resources to participate in Fraud
and Abuse Prevention Surveys (FAPS). As this participation increases,
some planned audits may not be performed. OIG _mticipates an additional
diversion of its audit resources to provide tec2u%icalsupport to the inves-
stigations program. In FY 1979 OIG plans to allc_=ate10 percent of audit
resources to support investigations.
OIG's staffing and contract resources are the s_u_ in FY 1979 as in FY 1978,
while audit responsibilities have increased. Therefore, it is assumed that
universe coverage will not significantly increase over FY 1978 levels.
Table 2 compares OIG's audit responsibilities wil-hthe actual number of
audits that have been conducted with existing re:_urces.
.-- Two Praud and /_use Prevention Surveys {FAPS) have been
conducted in programs which have a high potential for fraud
and abuse. _his newtool :for detecting and deterri.g fcaud
and abuse is still in the formativest_cjesand will be used
$ lore frequentlyin the _fl:m:e.
¢: _=,ike _oe Activity " -
.-- 14R_L Officeswere_linbed ',in_.par_: of 3.st/ce
Strike_ cltie_aring _ reposing period.
.-- .213casesaze openas of Mer_h31, 1979.
-- individualsbarebeen i,ndlcC_L
-. -- Seven final A_P revle_ were i_o
'.--- leourof.the reports k_tifie_ s:i_nlfiea_d: prctxlems or
• deficiencies and --de r_tto_ for correctlr_ the
situations.
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Management Information System
The OIG's Management Information system has three rmajoraudit elements, the
previously discussed audit universe listing, the _mrterly _eview and analysis
(R&A) system, and the automated statistical system.
The R&A system requires audit offices to submit a quarterly report indicating
their accomplishments to date against their annual workplan. These data are
reviewed and analyzed to determine the current status of'the audit program,
to identify problem areas, to develop subsequent _mual audit plans, and to
support budget and staffing regu@sts.
Through the automated statistical system, audit field offices submit statis-
tical data concerning final reports issued. The _istem generates summary
statistics and status listings on audit reports which are used to inform
OIG and DOL management of the resolution status of audit reports in each
program area.
S_stems Improvements
In an effort to provide more timely and meaningful information, the OIG is
developing a comprehensive management information system. The new MIS is
being developed on a subsystem-by-subsystem basis because of budget limita-
tions. While this increases the developmental time, it spreads the costs
and workload over a four-year period. The subsystems which are being
developed include.those for audit tracking, case tracking, and project
control, Standard report producing and d_mand query capabilities will
exist.
The Audit Tracking Subsystem is currently in program testing, and imple-
mentation is planned for the first quarter of FY 1980. Audit Tracking
output will be in the form of report listings, status reports, statistical
summaries, and profiles that will be available to OIG management to:
--- meet the reporting requirements of the Inspector General
Act of 1978_
-- identify the resolution status of audits and measure
program a_ency responsiveness to audits;
-- identify statistics or profiles relating to compliance,
funding or program abuse problems in the administration
of DOL programs at Federal, State and local levels; and
-- identify quality control his_ry of audit contractors.
-8-
;CmmT ANDR SOLTS
iOEing_he _Erent reportingperiod OIG/ssu_: 176 final audit
_ed_ _est/o._ $43._ .dllion in costs. 1/ .a listing of _Le _eL_r_ts
_) obtain 1_beNe_J_ilts OIG utilizesa-varietyof methods and tools.
•Rethods are tailor_ -.to the--complex structure of .programs administ_ed
-by_ 1_el:mr1_m_r..O,u'zentm_.tboas and z_Its are addressed :below-
I. ,State and Local l_/__ram mr]its
_. matlonal _j_was m,ltts
..   .ial  mJ-m n al  its: . 0
i. State and local l_rogramN_lit._:
To ensure that funds of State and local employmentand training programs
are properlyspent, OIG has continuedapplicationof the integrated,audit
_oncept. _nder the integratedaudit uoncept, the Departmenthas primary
responsibilityfor auditing grant-level_-ponsors,while _antees have
primary r_-ponsibilityfor funding and accomplishingthe mudits ,Of their
s_hspo_sors. The utilizationof the audit Tesourc_s of State and local
agencies is a_tively:pursuedat both prime sponsor and subsponsorlevels.
:O_G.has also continue_ appkication of a _mlit¥ ,c.on_ol ._Tst_m omsi_, ring
of a qualityand signiEi_ancereview of each mon-Federalaudit :report_rior
_0 its Zim_ of issuan=e,:anda work_ap_'and cn-si_ _mll_y review Of a
sample of 1_ese audits. Klthough OIG ha=.;pursued a %_o year audit cy_e,
9ast applicatonOf the integratedaudit :programhas resulted in approxi-
mately a three-y_arexternal audi_ cycle for State and local programs.
During this report/ngperiod OIG issued70 CETA prime sponsor final -audit
.reports.A summaryof the major audit findings is containedin Z_pendlz S.
State and Local Program Audits -Significant Resultsof CurrentPerio_
Final audit reports of 22 State and local programswere issuedduring
the current reportingperiod that 0IG has identifiedas significant.
OIG's definedcriteria of significancefor this report are: (1) audits
resulting in questionedcosts exceeding$250,000 or (2) auditswhere
significantproblems resulted in either an adverseopinion or a disclaimer
of opinion by the auditors.
1_/ _s the name implies, "questioned" costs are simply costs incurredby
DOLgrantees that the auditors have some questions about. Some of
those questions have very legitimate, answers; others may represent
an improper expenditure of funds which OIG; is concerned about.
-9-
_he followingmajor problems and recommendations, identified from
this reporting period's significant financial and compliance audits
of CETA State and local prime sponsors, are listed below in descending
order of frequency. (See Appendix C for a synopsis of 19 CETA prime
sponsor an_ three SESA significant final audit reports.)
Frequency Of Problems In 19 Significant CETA Prime Sponsors Audit Reports
INVOLVING QUESTIONED COSTS:
Frequency Problems and Recommendations
12 PARTICIPANT INELIGIBILITY: An ineligible is an individual
participating in a program who fails to meet one or more
Of the eligibility requirements for that particular pro-
gram. Eligibility requirements, which vary from Title to
Title and often between programs within a Title, pertain
to aspects of residency, family income, employment status,
length of unemployment, welfare status, etc. Tney are spelled
out in great detail in the regulations pertaining to each
program.
Eligibility will be questioned in an audit if any of these
requirements are not met, or if there is insufficient
information on file to determine whether that individual
is ellgible.
_ndations varied with the specific reason for the
audit exception, but usually pertmined to the corrective
measure to be taken in the intake process including,
on a sample basis, verification of the information
provided by the applicant. A general recommendation,
which OIG feels would alleviate nDst of the problems
heretofore encountered, was for E_TAto design an a_pli-
cation form and make its use man_latory for all CETA
programs. This form would provic_ all information
necessary to determine an individual's eligibility for
any CETA program. It would be signed and dated by the
applicant, certifying that the i;,formationthereon is
correct to the applicant's best knowledge and belief°
11 IMPROPER EXPENDI_/RES: An improl_r expenditure is one
Which violates statutory or regulatory requirements, special
conditions of grants or contracts, or sound management
principles governing economy, efficiency, and prudence
in the operation of a grant, contract or program.
o
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Problems and Recommendations
Rm_mumendations made pertained to the measures
necessary to correct the problem found, and to ensure
that all expenditures are in csmpliance with applicable
laws and regulations.
•9 INSUFFICIEI_T DOCUMENTATION: Insufficient documentation
Is the lack of documentary support for an expenditure
• or claimed status. ":%-.
Bec_am"_tions are made to pr.m, ide the necessary infor-
mation, attempt to locate missing files, or to recon-
struct lost or destroyed doc_ents.
3 IMPROPER ALLOCATION: _his condition is reported when it
is found that costs are not distributed on an equitable
basis between DOL and other grants or contracts operated
by a grantee.
Reconmendations are to develop a cost allocation plan and
submit it to the cognizant Federal agency for approval.
.2 _ESOLVED QUESTIONED CC6_S IN SL_SI_N_OR AUDITS: Prime
sponsors are responsible for the audit of their suhsponsors
and for resolving the costs questioned in these audits.
If such questioned costs',are not resolved by the time the
prime sponsor is audited, these questioned costs will be
carried into the prime sponsorls audit report and shown
there as unresolved subsponsor questioned costs.
The recommendation is for the 'primesponsors to make proper
and timely determinations relating to questioned costs in
its subsponsors.
PR38LEMS INVDLVING ADMINISTRATIVE _OLS:
Frequency Problems and Recommendations
I0 DISCLAIMER OF OPINION: An auditor states that on the basis
of an examination, an opinion as to the fairness of the
financial statements or the effectiveness of the accounting
system and internal controls cannot be rendered. Such a
disclaimer may be based on unavailability or insufficiency
of records, limitation in the scope of the audit, or other
circumstances.
-Z1-
. _ _VII, X3 ADMI'__ a_TADI..S (_t,,,_"D):
Frequency Problems and Reccmmel_]ations
%
7 . APVERSE +OPINION: An auditor states and cites reasons for the
opinion that the financial statements do not present fairly
the financial cor_ition of the gJ:ant,or that the accounting
system and internal controls are not adequate to safeguard
the Federal funds entrusted to tJ_egrantee. An adverse
• opinion is required if any Of tbJ:eecirchmstances exist:
-- Departure from generally accepted accounting principles
of such materiality as to result in unfair presentation;
-- Material misstatement in the statements; or
-- Omission of a material disclosure.
7 REPORTS NOT _IIABLE TO RE_R_: This condition is
reported when inadequacies in the auditee's financial
systems preclude linkage of the Financial Status Reports
and Reports of Federal Cash Tranmlctions with the accounting
records.
The recommendation is to implement an accounting system which
will provide the necessary linkage between the records and
the reports.
7 _ FINANCIAL MANAGH_ENT AND IN_AL CQTI'I_LS: This condi-
tion iS reported when the accounting system or the system
of internal controls do not provide reasonable assurance as
to the safeguarding of assets and reliability and fairness
of financial statements.
_he recommendation is to develop a financial management system
or internal controls which will provide the above assurances.
4 LACK OF COST AI/_OCATIONPLAN: A ,grantee is responsible for
developing plans which show the grantee's distribution of
indirect costs (overhead costs) to the grants or contracts
operated by the grantee during the period that the costs
were incurred. This condition is reported if such a plan
was not developed by the grantee.
_he recommendation is to develop a cost allocation plan and
submit it to the cognizant Federal agency for approval.
2 INSUFFICIENT SUB-AUDITS:- A grantee is responsible for
the audit of subgrantees and contractors. If a major
-12"
_/OLVZNG _MZNI_TIVE O3NTNOLS(O3NT'D):
Problems and Neconmendations
portion of a grantees funds are passed through to sub-
grantees and contractors, an opinion on the grant can be
formulated only if a sufficient amount of the flce-t_ough
funds have been audited. The s_ubgrantee reports axe accepted
in lieu of Federal audits, and are made available to the
auditor examining the prime sponsor. If this is not the
case (i.e., if there are "insufficientsub-audits"),the
auditorwill probably issue a disclaimer of opinion on
the prime sponsor°
_e r_tion is to implement a cce_ehensive subsponsor
audit pcogram.
2 _IT_LE RECORE_: Records are consideredto be unauditable
when the grantees fail to maintain sufficientaccounting
records, reportsand supportingdocumentationin a
manner which will enable an auditor to verify the majority
of costs claimed by a grantee.
_e __ation is that a grantee should not be refunded
until recordsare properly constructed.
__cateand._al ProgramAudits - SubsponsorItesul£s
As a result of the 3,840 CETA subsponsorreportsreviewed during the current
period, 219 signifioantreportswith a toted of $.18.3millionof questioned
costs were referred to ETA. The criteria foe subsponsoraudit.significance
are defined as potentialfraud, gross mismanagementand questionedcosts
that aze significantin terms of the total grant or contract.
2. mti0.a! ProgramAudits:
OIG has annuallycontracted with a small nLm_:rof ZPA firms to audit ET_ .
National Programs,includingNative Ame,:ican,M/grantand Job Corps pro-
grams. Each firm is responsiblefor auditingall sponsorsof a specific
program within a definedgeographicalarea utilizingaudit guides provided
by OIG. This approach to contractingir_reasesaudit economy and the
expertiseof individualIPA firms in using Fe_ral audit guides and meeting
Federalaudit standards.
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a. Summary of Native American Pzo_ram Audit Activity
OIG _as issued 61 final Native American audit reports during this
reporting period. The overall audit objective was to determine to what
extent £he prime sponsors have complied with CEIl%legislation and
regulations and OMB and Federal management circulars. The audits found
$4.3 million in questioned costs.
In addition to questioning the allowability of costs, the audits disclosed
the following major problems:
i. A general lack of understanding of CETA regulations.
2. Inadequate intake process resulting in: (a) ineligible
participants employed in the program; and (b) participants
whose eligibility could not be determined because of incomplete
or missing intake forms.
3. Inadequate financial systems that: (a) precluded the Financial
Status Reports and Federal Cash Transactions Reports f_om
being linked to the accounting records; (b) failed to maintain
supporting documentation for gra_t expenditures; and (c) allo-
cated administrative costs without an approved or reasonable
cost allocation plan.
Of the Native American final audit reports issued in this reporting
period, four Were considered significant because of questioned costs
exceeding $250,000. But more significantly, adverse opinions were given
An 31 of the 61 Native Amezican audits° As a result of this condition OIG
As preparing an executive summary which will be submitted to top management.
b. Summary of Migrant and Seasonal Farmworkers Programs Audit Activity
Two final audit reports of Migrant and Seasonal Farmworker sponsors were
Assued during the reporting period. The small number was due to contracting
problems with one of the two IPA firms under contract with the Department
to perform Migrant audits during 1978. The contracting problems have been
resolved and OIG expects full coverage of the Migrant p_ogram by the close
of FY 1979. However, the audits that were performed are synopsized in
Part I of Appendix D, and include the following significant findings:
-- The closing of the Greater Callfornia Educational
Project, Inc. (GCEP) Fresno, California, and
recovery of a Bank America.building that GCEP had
purchased with the DOL funds.
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--- An adverse opinion rendered on the migrant program
operated by the Campesinos Unidos, I_=. Brawley,
" California.
--An _'_erse opinion rendered on the California B_nan
Develol_ent Corporation, Santa Rosa, California.
-- A DO6 decision not to provide further funding to the
Associated City-County Economic Development Corporation
(ACC_C), Hidalgo County Texas.
¢. Summary of Job Corps and Other N@ti0nal Programs Audit Activity
Job Corps audit gui_es were developed for both Contract Centers and
Civilian Conservation Centers in FY 1977. _hey were tested and revised
during FY 1978. Cuntracts were awarded to IPA fir,_ in July and
October of 1978 to provide for the audit of 33 Contract Centers and
17 Civilian ConserVation Centers operated by the U.S. Forest Service.
Audits of 20 different grants were started at 10 Contract Centers during
the current reporting period. Though no final reports have been issued,
oeven draft reports have been issued. All 33 Contract Centers will be
audited by October 1979. Seventeen Department of Agriculture Civilian
Conservation Centers are also expected to be audited by October 1979.
No reports (final or draft) have been issued to date on these centers.
During the current reporting period a survey of the U.S. Forest Service
voucher payment system was completed and the final audit report issued
in January 1979.
A significant National program audit completed during this reporting period
involved the National Council on Aging. Because questioned costs exceeded
$250,000, the final audit report has been synopsized in Part II of Appendix D.
3. _ecial Impact/Internal Audits:
OIG utilizes another audit technique known as special impact auditing .
Special impact audits usually involve audit tests at a sample of external
program sponsors or internal organizational components. The audits result
in internal recommendations directed to a DOL Agency to strengthen program.
controls and/or regulations. The audits are conducted at various sites and
statistical sampling is used to allow nationwide projection of findings.
Internal audits involve audit tests of organizations or functions within
DOL and culminate in internal recommendations directed to a DOL Agency for
strengthening the operation of one of: its activities.
One special impact audit of the centralized Job Corps payment system and one
internal audit of an imprest fund were completed during the current reporting
period and are synopsized in Appendix E. Appendix F describes five special.
i_9act/internal audits that are currently underway, as well as 12 signifi-
cant special impact/internal audits conducted durin@ FY 1978 and FY 1977.
,, a
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AUDIT METHODOLOGIES D_qDERDE_ELOPMENT
Audit me_heds being developed or improved include: (I) Unified Audits authoriz-
ed by the new _ legislation, (2) Surveillance Audits, (3) Audit Cognizance,
and (4) ADP"Software.
I. Unified Audits
A relatively new external audit concept, a unified audit of a single prime
sponsor and its subsponsors, resulting in an overall audit opinion on the
operation of a prime sponsor's program, is being tested in two regions.
GAD has accepted an invitation to observe the test. With the aid of the
current CETA Audit Guide, which relies heavily on the audit techniques
of statistical sampling and third party confirmation, and a statistical
sampling consultant, OIG expects more efficient and economical audits
with more effective coverage.
The pilot project, in operation in Philadelphia for the last year, has been
very successful and promises a vast improvzment in the quality and timeli-
ness of audit reports. Another pilot has just begun in Massachusetts. Congress
authorized the unified audit concept in the 1978 CETA Amendments. Implementing
the concept at the 20-30 initial locations which were proposed based on con-
siderations of size and the likelihood of problems, would require considerably
•greater funds than are presently available to the OIG. However, it is important
to note that most prime sponsor audit costs would be reduced, and that the uni-
fied audit would provide a continuous and up-to-date picture of grantee
operations. This would greatly enhance the value of the audit as a management
tool.
2. Surveillance Audits
Another audit method and guide being developed relates to "surveillance
auditing". The purpose of surveillance audits is to detect inside concealed
theft, as opposed to financial audits, whose primary purpose is to express
an opinion on the fairness of financial statements. Inside concealed theft
is defined as theft of funds through fraudulent journal entries or other
manipulation of the accounting records, as opposed to overt theft such as
"stealing supplies or equipment without concealment in the accounting records.
The auditing profession has done little or no surveillance auditing. Because
surveillance audits would be essentially analytical, rather than a general
- diagnostic survey of accounts, the surveillanceauditor would have to have
both aptitude and special training to perform this role. OIG plans to have
a surveillance audit guide ready for testing by June 1979.
3. Audit Cognizance
OIG believes the most effective way to audft many multi-funded organizations
(such as Native American and Migrant programs) is to have all Federal funds
audited by a single audit organization. This is consistent with the desire
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of the President to eliminate duplication al_ wasteful effort in the overall
Federal audit program (See Appendix G: President's September 9, 1977 mm_o-
randhm re: Sharing Federal Audit Plans). OIG has therefore requested audit
cognizance over the Native American CETA sponsors from OMB, and is in the
process of developing a similar request for Migrant CETA sponsors.
The audit cognizance concept _uld provide for a single financial and com-
pl.ianceaudit of a primary recipient covering all the recipient's Federal
funds. The cognizant audit agency should be.reimbursed by the other
agencies whose grants dollars have been audited. Although DOL has not
officially been given audit cognizance over the Native American prime spon-
sors, the Department has received requests for audit services and $600,000
in funding from the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Other Federal agencies have
indicated an interest in this approach, but have cited a lack of funds for
audit purposes as being the reason for their non-participation.
4. ADP Software
STRATA is an ADP tool currently available to both the audit and investiga-
tive units of OIG. STRATA is a group of co_puter programs developed by the
accounting firm of Touche Ross and enhanced by the OIG ADP Division, which
allows a large number of data processing requirements to be satisfied without
additional programming. STRATA provides a means of examining computer files
In conjunction with an audit. STRATA is exportable to local audit sites, as
well as being available for on-line execution at the Departmental Computer
Center.
An interesting example of how STRATA is used to improve audit efficiency
is in the Job Corps program. All Job Corps allowance payments to Corps-
members at centers across the country are paid by the U.S. Army Finance
Center at Fort Benjamin Harrison. From Army computer files, OIG created
a data base accessible by STRATA. Using STRATA, OIG auditors draw statis-
tical samples from the universe of payments for a particular Job Corps
Center, and then provide the sample to the IPA firm responsible for auditing
that center.
AUDIT RESOLUTION
On October 25, 1978, GAO released its report entitled "More Effective Action
Is Needed on Auditors's Findings (Millions Can be Collected or Saved)". The
report was the result of a study of the practices of 34 Federal agencies in
the resolution of audit exceptions (i.e., questioned costs) ; DOL was one of
the six major agencies audited.
_he major findings of the GAO study were that Federal agencies are much too
slow in resolving audit exceptions, forgive too many properly questioned
expenditures, and collect only a portion of what is eventually disallowed.
Even though OMB policy calls for prompt action on audit reports, GAO found
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that audit exceptions take years to resolve (DOL average is 25 months).
GAO _ad severe doubts about the propriety of most of the costs which
were "allowed by contracting officers after being questioned by auditors,
and found that less than half of what is finally disallowed is ever
actually collected (in DOL, less than 15 percent). In the report and the
cover letter to the Secretary of Labor, GAO re_nded that DOL strengthen
controls in its resolution of audit findings process.
I. Current Audit Process: Issuance Through Resolution
Upon completion of OIG audits, draft reports are sent to the sponsor and
the program office with an invitation to submit written con_ents within
. 30 days. This period permits the sponsor topresent new information which
may answer questioned costs in the draft. The auditor evaluates that in-
formation for possible revision of the report and publishes the sponsor's
reply and the auditor's conclusions in the final audit report.
The program office is to respond within 60 days of issuance of the final
report on all reported deficiencies. This response is the vehicle for
establishing findings and determinations on the auditor's r_ndations,
and is the basis for establishing debts for recovery. It is clear that
the auditor's proper role is advisory to the manager, who must then make
determinations within the law and see that appropriate remedial actions
are taken.
It is at this determination point that the problem develops most fully.
In the past, low priority assigned to audit resolution, and inadequate
tracking and collection systems have caused backlogs of unresolved audit
findings and uncollected debts.
2. Resolution Improvements Efforts
Over the past months DOL and OIG management have been moving strongly
to correct audit resolution and debt collection shortcomings which
were identified in the GAO Report and related hearings. Data systems
for tracking audits, accounts receivables, and debt collection are
being revised.
_he bulk of DOL's grant/contract assistance money flows through ETA.
OIG and ETA have assigned a higher priority to audit resolution and
6ebt collection processes, and resources have been applied to the resolu-
. " tion of unresolved audit findings. The following steps are being taken
to improve audit resolution systems and controls:
(i) ETA is establishing timeframes for audit resolution.
(2} ETA has published and distributed a comprehensive debt
collection manual.
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(3) Policy guidance and training is being made available to
ETA contracting officers to pron_)tequicker, consistent,
and more informed decisions regarding audit resolution
and debt collection. (Eventually, training will be
% e_cended to grantee staff regarding subsponsor audits).
(4) OIG will periodically review accounts receivable systems.
(5) ETA is attempting to develop a system to provide necessary
accounts receivable data and information for monitoring
and controlling collection efforts.
(6) OIG is well into its efforts to completely upgrade its audit
tracking system. The new systemwill track audit resolution
to the Point at which a questioned cost is either allowed
or disallowed and any debt (i.e., rece:'Lvable)iS established.
The audit tracking system will also er_le 01G to track
program agency responsiveness to defined administrative
findings identified in OIG and _0 audits.
(7) The Secretary has established an Audit Review Committee to
examine the audit resolution and debt collection processes,
and reco,mend improvements. OIG is actively involved in
this effort. (See Appendix H: Secretary of Labor's
November 6,1978 memorandum re: Audit Program Review. )
3. Results of Audit Resolution Efforts
Two tables are included to display the results of current audit resolution
efforts: Table 4 depicts audit resolution activity in the current rePorting
period, and Table 5 depicts the age of unresolved audits as of March 31, 1979.
Table 4 illustrates the level of audit resolution activity currently
underway, and what has happened in pre-CKFA categorical programs during
the current period. As of the end of FY 1978 there were 636 categorical
open reports amounting to $73.4 million in questioned costs. At the end
of the second quarter these numbers had be__nreduced to 345 open reports
with $51.3 million in unresolved questioned costs, a reduction of 46 per-
cent and 30 percent respectively.
It should be noted that while the total number of reports open has de-
creased by 21 percent, the total amount of unresolved questioned costs
has decreased only three percent. This can be attributed to the small
dollar ammmts which characterized pre-CET_ categorical programs.
T" i
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Table 5 reflects the age of unresolved audit _eports and the unresolved
questioned Costs associated with those reports. As reported to 0_ at
the _nd of FY 1978, the estimated dollax;value:of unresolved findings_
dating prior to October I, 1977 was $139,920,954 involving 1,218 open
report_. The balance of unresolved audits dating prior to October i, 1977
is now $97 ,544_297 and 750 open reports. This represents substantial
dec,eases primarily in the area of pre-ChTA categorical audits.
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Overview and Personnel
T_e -_jot objective of OIG fraud and employee integrity investigation pro-
_rams Is t_ ensure that violators of criminal statutes or statutes
guttereddirectly by the Department are brought before the proper judiclal
admlnistratlve authorities. An additional objective is to
detmrrents to trim/hal activity in DOL programs and agencles.
OIG h_s established field offices in ii locations whose purpbse is to detect
and deter criminal fraud and program abuse in D.t_ar_tal programs. In
FY 1979 OIG has authorized 75 positions for fraud and employee integrity
investigations. :In the current reporting period, approximately 99 percent
of ir_estigative resources were applied t_)reactive investigations related
to cases derived from allegations, complaints, tips, etc. Direct investl-
gative time was distributed as follows: Employee Integrity (6 percent),
Workers' Om_sensation (18 percent), Grant Frau_ (76 percent).
OIG also conducts pro-active investigations in selected high risk program
areas and locations. Pro-active investigations are those undertaken where
no specific complaint has be_n received. Grantees and individuals will be
unaware of when a pro-act/ve investigation maybe initiated. _he application
of this concept can serve as a deterrent to fraud. In the current period
OIG allocated only one percent of its investigative resources to pro-active
investigations, hoWever, plans are to increase .thisallocation to flve
percent in the coming months.
Fraud and Employee Integrity Investigation Workload
&s of March 31, 1979, Investigations had 645 open fraud and employee
integrity cases. These cases are being worked by 55 investigators, many
of whom have recently been hired. Table 6 reflects the total number of
eases open by each type of case. Additionally, Table 6 shows the number
of open cases that are not able to be actively investigated. It is this
latter number that OIG considers to be the fraud and employee integrity
investigations backlog.
T_SLE 6
Fraud and Employee Integrity Cases For Which No Investigative •Effort
Has Been Expended Pending Availability of Resources
March 31, 1979
t
Case Type Cases Open Cases Not Bein_ Investigated
Employee Integrity 14 2
Grant Fraud 285 135
.
Workers' Oompensatlon 340 258
Other Fraud 6 0
T_ImLS 645 395
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Cases are frequently not investigated in the order they are opened, Because
of staffing limitations, investigators seek to maximize thei_ effectiveness
by conc_.rrentlyworking related cases from which several prosecutions are
expected to result from a single investigation. Deadlines imposed by'statutes
of limitation, however, often require full time effort on a single case. The
a_ition of anticipated new staff in FY 1980 should result in a significant
reduction in the current backlog of cases. Appendix I provides a flowchart
depicting how OIG processes complaints from receipt until final disposition.
Fraud and Employee Integrity Prosecutions, Indictments and ConvictionsO
Through March 31, 1979, the efforts of fraud and employee integrity investi-
gators have resulted in the following actions:
e
_BLE 7
Numerical S_mma_'y of Fraud and Employee Integrity Activities i_/
October i, 1978 to Prior to
March 31_ 1979 October i, 1978 Total
Referred to Prosecution 80 104 184
Accepted Prosecution 69 33 102
Prosecution Declined 9 68 77 2/
Prosecution Decision Pending 2 3 5
Indictment/Information 67 32 99
Conviction/Plea 53 20 73
Acquittals & DismisSals 0 2 2
_hts of Significant Fraud and Employ_ Intec/rityInvestigation Cases:
-- An investigation begun prior to this reporting period led to the indict-
ment of ii individuals for embezzling CETA funds from a prime sponsor. Of
these ii separate cases, five subjects pled guilty, three were tried and
convicted, two have fled to avoid prosecution, and one indictment was
dismissed.
-- A joint OIG/FBI investigation resulted in four indictments and con-
victions involving misapplication and embezzlement of CETA funds
by a Program Director, Business Manager and two supervisory en_loyees
of both a prime and a sub-sponsor.
llt Table 7 includes cases where OIG investigators worked independently or
worked jointly with Or assisted otheZ State and Federal investigative
- agencies.
2/ A large number of declinations involve Office of Workers' Compensation .
Program (OWCP) cases, that in the opinion of U.S. Attorneys, did not
warrant prosecution because of lack of prosecutive interest.
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Fraud and EmPloyee Inte@rity Prosecutions, Indictments and Convictions (cont'd):
-- As a result of an intensive investigation, a CETA sub-grantee Progrm
bizector and his associate were indicted under State statutes foz
_use of CETA funds.
-- As a result of an investigation underway prior to this reporting
period, a union business manager and CETA staff employee were
indicted and convicted for embezzling CETA funds.
-- TWO former naval shipyard workers were indicted for obtaining FECA
benefits totaling more than $70,000 by fraudulently concealing full-
time jobs they held while collecting workers' compensation benefits
f_x total disability. To date, one of the shipyard workers has been
_victed.
INVESTIGATIVE _ AND SYSTEMS
io Questionable Activity Report System
Qoestionable Activities Reports (QARs) are prepared by OIG audlfors and
IPA firms under contract with the OIG whea potential cases of fraud or
criminal malfeasance, misapplication of funds, or gross mismanagement
in DOL funded programs are identified.
Ninety-nine QARS have been received by the National Office since the pro-
cedure was implemented ten months ago. The following table summarizes
the types of questionable activities that have been zeported-
_mRLE 8
Summary of Questionable Activity Reports
Type of Questionable Activity Frequency
Possible Fraud 23
Posssible Misappropriation of Funds 16
Inadequate Accounting 13
Questionable Administrative Procedures I0
Other (e.g., Forging Checks, Padding 37
Time Sheets, Nepotism, etc. ) .
TOTAL 99
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Fifty-two cases open as of March 31, 1979, were opened as the result of a
OAR. .OnMarch 22, 1979, the Secretary of Labor instituted a new system
called" Incident Reports which replaces the QAR for reporting potential
abuse. The new report has a much broader application for the reporting of
problems, and appears in Appendix J.
2. Fraud and Abuse Prevention Surveys (FAPS)
In November 1978, the Department of Labor initiated a new "approach to deter
fraud and administrative abuses in Departmental programs through early iden-
- tification of crime conducive conditions. Using Fraud and Abuse Prevention
Surveys (FAPS), OIG is attempting to identify and correct these conditions
in high-risk DOL programs before fraud and abuse occurs.
•he investigative efforts of the Department of Labor and most other Federal
agencies are primarily "reactive", with most investigations triggered by
specific complaints. The emphasis on FAPS, however, is prevention. Under
FAPS, three-person teams (including an investigator, an auditor and an
analyst familiar with the program) are assigned to survey a high-risk DOL
program or grantee, check for the existence of necessary management systems
and controls, identify systems weaknesses and recommend changes in procedures.
Grantees have 60 days to respond to a FAPS report. Follow-up investigations
will assure that changes are implemented.
Fraud and Abuse Prevention Surveys require approximately 60 _rkdays to
complete and supplement OIG's regular program investigations. _hile FAPS
teams search for _conditions which make fraud possible, actual cases of
detected or suspected fraud will be discussed with the U.S. Attorney.
Further investigation may take place at the U.S. Attorney's direction.
The first two sites chosen for FAPS were the CETA prime sponsor in
Mobile, Alabama and the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma. Other FAPS are
being planned. While most of the initial FAPS will involve the CETA
program, other programs, such as Workers' Compensation, will also be
surveyed.
3. Investigations Management Information System
Data relating to tke Investigations programs are currently tabulated
through an interim automated management information system. Investigative
offices submit monthly data which are entered directly into the system.
These data enable greater precision in planning the annual investigations
program, as well as managing the present investigative workload. The
•data are also used for budget formulation and staffing plans. As noted
earlier in this report, OIG's plans for a comprehensive management infor-
mation system will interface both the investigative and audit tracking
subsystems. This will facilitate the use and interchange of information
developed by each OIG activity.
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4. Unemployment Insurance (UI) and Workers' Compensation (we) Clusterlng
O_erations
In its efforts to reduce fraud and abuse within the Unemployment Insurance
(UI} program, OIG has instituted a new method whereby similar UI cases
are clustered together for investigation and prosecution. This method
is necessary, because in the past prosecutors have been reluctant to
devote the time necessary to prepare and to prosecute isolated incidents
of UI fraud. It is their belief that the limited monetary value of in-
dividual violations is not commensurate with the time required for an
attorney to gain the necessary understanding of the intricacies of UI laws
and regulations and prepare a case for court.
The OIG should realize two significant benefits from the clustering opera-
tion concept: (i) _n increase in the number of indictments, and (2) increased
publicity of OIG fraud prevention efforts. Together they should serve as a
deterrent to others who might be inclined to engage in fraudulent UI activities.
The clustering technique is also being used in the prosecution of Workers'
Compensation (WC) fraud, and in instances where individuals are receiving
workers' compensation benefits as well as l_nemploymentbenefits. In a case
currently being investigated in California, 23 recipients of both benefits
have been clustered and the U.S. Attorney has expressed interest in the case.
U.S. Attorneys have also declined to prosecute a large number of Office of
Workers' Compensation Program (OWCP) cases. To strengthen the caliber
of OWZP cases referred for prosecution, a c_mplete administrative review
of C_CP cases was conducted by National Office personnel via staff visits
to field offices. All open cases were inventoried and a preliminary investi-
gation conducted. AS a result of the review, 114 cases were closed without
referral for prosecution. GWCP then took action where appropriate to deter-
mine accurate wage earning capacity and re<:overoverpayments. _e 114 cases
were closed for three major reasons: (i) subsequent f_ZP action had cor-
rected faulty internal procedures; (2) alle_/ationsere disproved; or (3)
no criminal violation had occurred.
5. Loss Prevention Activity in Workers' Compensation Programs
The deterrent effect of OIG investigative activity in the Workers' Compensa-
tion Program will result in the prevention of future losses to the Federal"
Government.
Though investigative findings in some cases do not support criminal pro- .
ceedings, the investigative activitydoes result in significant reductions
in future overpayments of compensation. For example, future overpayments
of more than $700,000 were prevented in.two cases recently referred for
prosecution in Alaska. While one case was declined for prosecution and
the other was accepted, both investigations developed sufficient evidence
to support the termination of future payments. A conservative estimate "
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of the future cost to the Government of an average workers' compensation
total disability case is $180,620. By investigating the 319 Workers'.Com-
pensation Cases now open, OIG is scrutinizing approximately $57.6 million
in potential future overpayments.
GAO REPO_ ON FRAUD AND ABUSE
In September 1978 GAD issued a report dealing with fraud and abuse in
- several Government agencies ("Federal Agencies Can, And Should, Do More To
Combat Fraud in Government Programs"). The report made five specific recom-
mendations to the Department of Labor for improving its system to prevent
• and detect fraud and abuse in Departmental programs and practices. Since the
report was prepared in early 1978, it pre-4ated the establishment of the
Office of the InspeCtor General, which itself represented a major step in
resolving some of the problems identified by GAO. These problems included
the need to fix organizational responsibility for the identifica£ion of fraud,
and the elevation of fraud identification to a high agency priority. Other
reconm_ndations included: (I) developing a management information system that
will identify the types and methods of fraud most likely to occur; (2) making
employees more aware of the potential for fraud and providing them with a
mechanism for reporting it; (3) hiring skilled personnel with backgrounds
appropriate to fraud detection work, and (4) providing fraud investigators
with appropriate training.
OIG has begun to take action on each of these rec_m_ndations. These actions
include the development of a new management information system, institution of
an incident reporting system for DOL mnployees to report program abuse, fraud
or other suspected criminal violations, recruitment and selection of experi-
enced investigative personnel, and training of investigators and auditors in
fraud and white collar crime detection.
c. INVESTIGATIONS(STRIKEFORCEACTrVn_)
Overview and Personnel
The DOL Organized Crime Strike Force Activity (SFA) was established in coordi-
nation with the Department of Justice Strike Force to participate in investi-
gations relating to labor unions and labor laws administered by the Department
of Labor. The 14 SFA offices are located in major cities targeted by the
Justice Department for their Strike Force. All investigations are conducted
. under the guidance of the Justice Department's Strike Force Attorney.
When Congress approved the Labor Department appropriation for FY 1979, it
instructed the Department to assign 90 investigators to the StriKe Force
Activity. Congress also instructed the Justice Department to provide any
required clerical support for these investigators.
w
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SFA Workload
As of M_ch 31, 1979, SFA had 213 open organized Crime cases. These cases
are being _rked by 60 investigators, many of whom have recently been hired.
Of the 213 open cases, 53 are not being actively investigated at this time.
OIG considers the number not being investigated as the SFA backlog.
As in fraud investigations, if an SFA investigation leads to several related
cases, then the cluster of cases will be actively pursued while the single
isolated case will most likely be relegated to the backlog. Ultimately, it
is the Strike Force Attorney's decision as to which cases are to be actively
investigated and which are to be closed. Considering the limited staff avail-
able earlier in FY 1979, the current back143gshollldnot be considered excessive.
SFA Prosecutions _ Indictments and Convictions
The average organized Crime case is significantly more complex than the average
program fraud case. Because of the link to organized crime, involvement in one
SFA investigation frequently identifies additional activities which must be
investigated. Merely prosecuting one individual will not guarantee the permanent
elimination of the criminal element in the infiltxated local or international
union. The Organized Crime Strike Force (SFA) investigators develop and investigate
all related criminal activities, so that if possible, all individuals involved
can be indicted and prosecuted together. While t/_isprocedure lengthens the in-
vestigation time prior to indictment, it strengthens the subsequent efforts to
obtain convictions" •_he decision to pursue cases;in this manner is left up to
the Department of Justice Strike Force Attorney controlling the case.
_he following table reflects the ntm_er of SFA cames in which indictments
have been obtained through March 31, 1979.
TABLE 9
Numerical Summary of Strike Force Activities
October I, 1978 to
March 31, 1979
Indictment/Information 16 -
Indictment/Decision Pending 0
Conviction/Plea 0
Acquittals & Dismissals 0
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Highlights of Si@nificant Or@anized Crime Cases:
-- I_dictments were returned against the International Secretary/
Treasurer and two International Vice Presidents of the Hotel
and Restuarant Employees International Labor organization for
embezzling union funds, conspiracy and maintaining false records.
-- Prominent officials of a large Teamster local in New Jersey have
"been indicted for racketeering.
o
D. ADP REVIEW RESPONSIBILITIES AND FUNCTIONS
_e ADP evaluations and reviews conducted by the OIG's ADP Division
" constitute the Department's evaluation program for computer facilities
and systems. Due _to the differences in skill requirements from the
other OIG functions, and a requirement to provide software and technical
ADP support to all OIG staff and line functions, the ADP unit has been
maintained as a discrete group. Nine positions have been authorized for
FY 1979, eight professional and one clerical position. The following
are brief descriptions of the types of ADP reviews conducted:
-- Application Evaluations - An evaluation of a computer System
from three perspectives: (i) whether or not the system was
designed according to management direction and meets legal
requirements, (2) whether the system is effective, efficient
and economical; and (3) whether the system has proper operational
controls and is auditable.
°
-- Security Evaluations - An evaluation of the security of software
and operating systems, primarily from the perspective of unautho-
rized access to critical data files.
-- .Operational Evaluations - An evaluation of the complete operation
of a data processing activity in terms of viability, efficiency
and economy.
-- Centralization Reviews - A review to determine the relative system
llfe cycle cost of centralized versus existing and other modes of
ADP operation,from the perspective of cost to Federal grant programs.
-- ADP Cost Determination Reviews - A review to ensure that incurred
costs are reasonable, allowable and equitably recovered.
Description of ADP Review Universe -
_e universe of data processing installations either totally or partially
funded by the Department of Labor includes 52 State Employment Security
Agencies (approximately 25 of which utilize centralized state facilities),
.................. ----- --.--.-----........... qL --'_qm¢'-J
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CE'E%State and local primes sponsors wit/_ D01r-fundedcomputer installations,
.and four /nstallations utilized by the Departn_nt of Labor. There are approxi-
_matel'y50 mp@lication systems, operated at the four Departmental installations
,which aze of particular interest to OIG. These systems are of interest be-
:oause they: (i) are national in scope, (2) are of significantly high cost,
'(3) play a significant role in the man_3ement decision process, or (4) _sffect
:disbursementor control of resources.
Significant Current Period ADP Review Findings
_During the current reporting period, OIG has issued seven final _ reviews
(See Appendix K for listing). Of these reviews, four identified significant
problems or deficiencies and are synopsized below:
-- During the centralization review of Minnesota's proposal to
consolidate computer operations, it was found that the Minnesota
State Information Division (MSID) had amassed over $4.3 million
in retained earnings resulting from charges to the computer center
users. OIG estimated that between 2:5-30percent of that amount
came from Federal grantees and recommended that suc2,monies be
returned. The Department of Health, Education and Welfare is in
the process of effecting recovery.
--- An application survey of the Black Lung ADP system found that
management controls and definitions were lacking, planning was
deficient, and existing equipment and software were not adequate.
Among other things, it was recommended that a senior technical
manager be assigned to the project, and that the equipment in
place be upgraded. The Employment Standards Administration (ESA)
is in the process of implementing these re:ommendations.
•-- An application survey of the Federal Employees' (_nsation Act
(FECA) ADP system found that the system had been reduced from
planned capabilities. The review also disclosed ESA management
had not effectively controlled and directed the ADP operations
of the FECA program, and had not adequately addressed the total
costing of its FECA ADP operations.
OIG recommended that Departmental mm_agem_t require an impact analysis
balancing capital, development, and future operational costs against
current operational costs before approving any additional funding of
FECA ADP system development.
-- The OIG's ADP security review of the Colorado Division of Employment
and Training (CDET) found that the themplo_ent Insurance (UI) system
was vulnerable to embezzlement of large amounts of money and to damage
(without detection of the perpetrator), and that the wage and tax sub-
systems were unauditable. OIG recomme_ndedvarious methods to minimize •
the specific risks that were identified, and that unauditable subsystems
-31-
be documented. The Colorado Division of Employment and•Training has
implemented, or is in the process of implementing, many of the specific
r_ations. Rather than document the existing tax subsystem, CDET
is in the process of acquiring the fully documented Unemployment
Insurance System Design Center (UISDC) tax system.
-- o
°
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APPENDICES TO OIG SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT
o
A. Listing of All Final Audit Reports Issued October I, 1978 -
- March 31, 1979.
B. Summary of All CETA State and Local Prime Sponsor Final
Audit Reports Issued October i, 1978 - March 31, .1979.
C. Synopses of Findings and Recommendations of Significant
Final Audit Report of State and Local Programs Issued
October 1, 1978 - March 31, 1979.
D. synopsis of Findings and Recommendations of Significant ETA
National Program Final Audit Report Issued October i, 1978 -
March 31, 1979.
E. Synopsis of Findings and Recommendations of Special Impact/
Internal Audits Completed October I, 1978 - March 31, 1979.
F. Synopsis of Significiant Special Impact/Internal Audits
Currently Underway (Part I), Completed in FY 1978 (Part II),
Completed in FY 1977 (Part III).
G. President's September 9, 1977 Memorandum re: Sharing Federal
Audit Plans, and OMB Circular A-73.
H. Secretary of Labor's November 6, 1978 Memorandumre: Audit
Program Review.
I. Diagram of theNormal Course of a CETA Investigation.
J. Secretary of Labor's March 22, 1979 Memorandum re: Incident
. Report.
K. Listing of Final ADP Review Reports October I, 1978 -
March 31, 1979.
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APPENDIX A: LISTING OF ALL FINAL AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED
OCTOBER 1, 1978 - MARCH 31, 1979.
REGION
% STATE
• AGENCY/PROGRAM
LOCAT ION
QUESTIONED
- COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
6
I - BOSTON REGION
MASSACHUSETTS
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Brockton Consortium
$14,145,370 $ 81,706 $ 81,706
Lowell Prime
$19,870,130 $ 29,897 $ 29,897
New Bedford Consortium
$15,716,548 $ 464,950 $ 464,950
ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY )
Massachusetts Unemployment Insurance
• N/A N/A N/A
MAINE
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Penobscot Consortium
$ 1,872,645 $ 55,594 $ 55,594
York County Prime
N/A N/A N/A
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN ' PRIME SPONSOR
Trfbal Governors Inc.
$ 349,309 $ 88,309 $ 88,309
Q
. ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
Maine Dept. of Employment Security
$92,960,080 $ 29,302 $ 29,302
" RHODE ISLAND
. ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
Providence AdVance Commission on Apprenticeship
$ 79,771 - -
II - NEW YORK REGION
NEW JERSEY
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Gloucester County Prime
$ 7,277,029 $ 500,567 $ 500,567
•. rl ,
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!:g}UESTIONEDCOSTS :s'rs •COSTS
^ IrSD QUZSTI-Ot .. , SOLV
II- NEW. YORK REGION (continued)
_EW JERSEY (continued)
.ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
N.J. Dept. of Labor arid Industry
$ 609,840 $ -6,360 $ 6,360
ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR "
Monmoth Adult Education Commission
$. .114:,887 -- --
N.J. Dept. of Labor and Industry
$ .127,543 .$ _3,815 $ 3,815
NEW YORK
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Nassau Consortium
$35,307,903 $ _57,238 _$ 957,238
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Seneca Nation of Indians
• $ 1,237,609 ._ 220,344 $ 220,344
St. Regis Mohawk Tribes
$ 432,310 L$ :156,017 • $ 156,017
ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
National Urban League
$ 7,263,357 $ _37,731 $ .37,731
Recruitment and Training Program
$ 4,036,913 $ 1,215 $ 1,215
ETA/MI SCELLANEOUS CONTRACTORS
VERA Institute of Justice
$ 623,263 $ 28,295 $ 28,295
III_- PHILADELPHIA REGION .
DELAWARE "
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Delaware Intergovernmental Manpower _ervices
$ 23,356 ....
ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
Delaware Employment Security Commission"
$27,907,050 $ -472,261 $ 472,261
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR•
National Congress of ;U,erican Indians
$ 3,460 "$ .1,164 .$ .1,164
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUD ITED QUEST IONED UNRESOLVED
III- PHILADELPHIA REGION (continued 1
_ISTRICT OF COLUMBIA {contlnued)
• ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
National Council on Aging
$13,224,590 $ 536,177 $ 536,177
ETA/MISCELLANEOUS CONTRACTORS
Bureau of Social Science
$ 1,124,967 $ 10,137 $ 10,137
MARYLAND
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Piscataway-Conoy Indians
$ 41,288 $ 41,288 $ 41,288
PENNSYLVANIA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Berks County Employment and Training - (2 reports)
$ 9,516,513 $ 40,299 $ 40,299
. City of Erie
$ 7,199,303 $ 26.890 $ 26,890
City of Erie Dept. of Employment & Training
$ 3,069,448 $ 65,041 $ 65,041
Franklin County - (2 reports}
$ 3,059,250 $ 111,382 $ 111,382
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Council of Three Rivers
$ 111,909 $ 19,409 $ 19,409
United American Indians of Delaware Valley
$ 124,660 $ 13,680 $ 13,680
OSI'{A/QSHA SPONSOR
Erie
$ 170,338 $ 1,729 $ 1,729
VIRGINIA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Roanoke Consortiam
$ 3,363,752 $ 213,722 $ 213,722
ETA/NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Charles City - New Kent Community Action Agency
$ 1700649 $ 65,138 $ 65,138
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
I If--RHILADELPHIA REGION (continued)
-- ' ,_IRGINIA (continued 1
' - ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Governors Manpower Services .......
$ 231,521 $ 2.,619 $ 2,619
. ETA/SESA (STATE E_LO_ENT SECURITE AGENCY)
Virglnia Employment Commission
6367,175,576 $ 473,770 $ 473,770
IV- ATLANTA REGION
" FLORIDA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Orange County/Orlando Consortium
$ 28,318,250 $ 201,276 $ 201,276
Tampa/Hillsborough County Consortium
$ 40,891,073 $ 40,343 $ 40,343
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
American Indian Association of Florida
$ 52,602 $ 5,046 $ 5,046
Community Action Program Committee .Inc.
$ 46,076 $ 4,971 $ 4,971
Miccosukee Tribe (_ reports)
$ 258,362 $ 89,891 $ 89,891
Multi-County Community Action Against Poverty, Inc.
$ 19,311 $ 1,493 $ 1,493
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Seminole Tribe of Florida
$ 18,231 $ 11.,507 $ 11,507
GEORGIA
ET_/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Central Savannah River Area Employment &
Training Consortium
$ 17,811,570 $ 30,927 $ 30,927
Cobb County Board of Commisssioners
$ 12,391,019 -
DeKalb County Board of Commissioners
$ 15,385,468 $ 193,895 $ 193,895
Fulton County Prime Sponsor
$ 6,93.3,724 $ 218,987 $ 218,987
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QUEST IONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
IV - ATLANTA REGION (continued)
.GEORGIA (continued)
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
" Georgia Department of Labor
$145,593,423 $ 54,267 $ 54,267
• Gwinnett County Board of Commissioners
$ 931,079 -
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Lower Muscogee Creek Indian Manpower Program
$ 56,450 $ 56,450 $ 56,450
KENTUCKY
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICANPRIME SPONSOR
Kentucky Indian Manpower Program
$ 26,503 $ 16,495 $ 16,495
MISSISSIPPI
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
• (Many) Tribes Inc.
$ 65,546 $ 17,231 $ 17,231
ETA/SESA ISTATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
• Misslssippi Employment Security Commission,
Jackson, Mississippi
$163,385,105 -
NORTH CAROLINA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Onslow County Board of Commissioners
$ 3,495,806 $ 414,640 $ 414,640
Raleigh Consortium
$15,215,961 $ 208,239 $ 208,239
o
Wake County Board of Commissioners
$ 2,419,611 $ 209,100 $ 209,100
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Eastern Band Cherokee Indians
$ .956,230 $ 9,253 $ 9,253
Lumbee Regional Development Association Inc.
$ 2,135,210 $ 71,795 $ 71,795
SOUTH CAROLINA
• ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Catawba Indian Nation
$ 25,798 $ 5,873 $ 5,873
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED ITNRESOLVED
IV - ATLANTA REGION (continued)
S.OUTHCAROLINA (continued)
ETA/CETA NATIVE A/4ERICAN PRIME SPONSOR (continued)
Four Holes Indian Nation
$ 63,748 $ -4,668 $ 4,668
ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
South Carolina Employment security commission
Columbia, South Carolina
$141,146,188 - -
TENNESSEE
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
United Southeastern Tribes (2 reports)
$ 1,201,786 $ 740,750 $ 740,750
ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
Memphis Apprenticeship Council
$ 119,698 $ g78 $ 978
Vl - ILLINOIS REGION
ILLINOIS
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Balance of State
$72,835,951 $ 8,890 $ 8,890
St. Clair County Consortium
$15,687,310 $ 6,261 $ 6,261
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
American Indian Business Association
$ 52:3,523 $ 17,475 $ 17,475
ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
State of Illinois
. $825,251,000 $ - -
ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
Brotherhood of Railway, .Airline & Steamship Clerks,
Freight Handlers and ]Express Station Employees
$ ici04,715 $ 56,688 $ 56,688
College of Dupage
$ 101,330 -
ETA/MISCELLANEOUS CONTRACTORS
• Mayor's Council of Manpower & Economic Advisors
$ 100,658 -
a
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
V - ILLINOIS REGION (continued)
INDIANA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME _PONSOR
Balance of State
$92,033,473 $ 444,359 $ 444,359
Civil city of Gary
$24,386,928 $ 198,819 -
Lake County Prime Sponsor
$14,460,863 $ 177,799 $ 177,799
City of South Bend (2 reports)
$11,358,772 $ 381,147 $ 381,147
Southwest Indiana MA Consortium
$11,209,530 $ 223,676 $ 223,676
Vigo County Board of Commissioners
$ 217,001 $ 182,746 $ 182,746
MICHIGAN
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Region II - Manpower Consortium
$16,500,418 $ 226,752 $ 226,752
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
American Indian Fellowship
$ 61,271 $ 16,358 $ 16,358
MINNESOTA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
City of Duluth
$ 8,220,665 $ 1,721 -
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Fond Du Lac Reservation Business Co.
$ 147,035 $ 52,959 $ 52,959
Leech Lake Reservation Business Committee
$ 522,184 $ 300,228 $ 300,228
OHIO
-----ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Allen County
$ 3,733,153 $ 1,536 $ 1,536
Butler County
• $ 6,208,420 $ 19,851 $ 19,851
Columbus-Franklin
$14,213,400 $ 58,739 $ 58,739
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QUEST IONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
•V -- [_LL'_ONIS REGION (continued)
....... •OHIO i(c°ntinued )
_TA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRI_ SPONSOR (continued)
:_ortheastern Ohio Manpower Consortium (2 reports)
$18,06-=;,511 -_ 103,299 $ 103,299
_ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Cleveland American Indian Center
$ 196,140 " $ 83,836 $ 83,836
-WIS CONS IN
E_A/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIM_ SPONSOR
Balance of State
..i _ em
Milwaukee County
$62,005,774 $ 884 -
..O_tagamie County
$ 2,180,_83 $ 7,378
E/A/ OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
University of Wisconsin (6 reports)
$ 801,708 -
_LS/BLS Contractor
DILHR - State of Wisconsin
$ 661,115 $ 9,861 -
.._7I-- _,_AS REGION
LOUISIANA
OSHA/OSHA SPONSOR
Louisiana Department of Labor
$ 251,702 $ 8,004
NEW MEXICO
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
National Indian Youth Council
$ 459,596 $ 59,721 $ 59,721
Pueblo of Zuni, Zuni Tribe
$ :764,647 $ 43,006 $ 43,006
OKLAHOMA
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
American Indian Nurses Association (2 reports)
$ 312,868 $118,496 $118,496
Osage Tribal Council
.$ 288,108 $ 71,268 $ 71,268
Seminole" Nation of Oklahoma
- $ 3180455 $ 4,186 $ 4,186
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QUESTI ONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
VI - TEXAS REGION (continued)
OKLAHOMA (continued)
" OSHA/OSHA SPONSOR
Oklahoma Department of Labor
$ 147,961 $ 883 $ 592
TEXAS
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
•Cameron County
$13,898,043 $ 493,877 $ 493,877
Coastal Bend Manpower Consortium
$23,3270718 $ 180,166 $ 180,166
Webb County Manpower Program
$12,345,968 -
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Dallas Inter-Tribal Council
$ 427,737 $ 129,704 $ 129,704
Indian Employment & Training Services Inc.
$ 716,059 $ 87,764 $ 87,764
ETA/ OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
Insyte Technology Corporation
$ 329,674 -
ETA/MISCELLANEOUS CONTRACTORS
Texas A&M Research Foundation
$ 7,077 -
OSHA/OSHA SPONSOR
Texas Department of Health
$ 842,001 -
VII - KANSAS CITY REGION
- IOWA "
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Blackhawk County
. $ 4,158,655 $ 7,812 -
Linn County "
$ 4,891,086 $ 9,113 $ 9,113
°
KANSAS
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
United Tribes of Kansas and S.E. Nebraska
$ 377,916 $ 3,032 $ 3,032
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVEDi
VII - F_%NSAS CITY REGION (continued)
.NEBRASKA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Balance of State
$13,480 ,744 $ 465 -
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Santee Sioux Tribe
$ 149,644 $ 47,141 $ 47,141
MI SSOUR I
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Balance of State
$73,780,015 -
City of Independence
$ 6,551,663 $ 68,040 $ 68,040
Jackson County
$ 3,895,720 $ 111,357 $ 11,357
City of St. Louis
$83,846,347 $ 2,654,055 $ 2,654,055
SOUTH DAKOTA
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Three Affiliated Tribes;
$ 411,992 $ 11,919 $ 11,919
Yankton Sioux Tribe
$ 259,749 $ 130,333 $ 130,333
VIII - DENVER REGION
COLORADO
ETA/OTHER NATIONAL PROGRAM SPONSOR
YWCA - Denver
$ 98,554 - -.
OSHA/OSHA SPONSOR
Colorado Department of Labor
$ 3,957,758 $ 10,980 $ 10,980
MONTANA
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Assiniboine & Sioux Tribe of the Fort Peck
Reservation
$ 628,301 $ 70,887 $ _0,887
Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribe
$ 564,953 -
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QUE ST IONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED ._NRESOLVED
VIII - _ENVER REGION (continued)
.MONTANA (continued)
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR (continued)
Crow Tribe of Montana
$ 500,202 $• 500,202 $ 500,202
WYOMING
• ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Shoshone &Arapahoe Joint Business Council
$ 658,032 $ 45,127 $ 45,127
IX - SAN FRANCISCO REGION
ARIZONA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Balance of State
$ 1,830,148 $ 1,548 $ 1,548
Maricopa County
$38,174,729 $ 34,534 $ 34,534
City of Phoenix
$60,795,524 $ 7,343 $ 7,343
Tucson-Pima Consortium
$36,753,365 $ 127,503 $ 127,503
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
Gila River Indian Commission (2 reports)
$ 2,004,055 $ 438,742 $ 438,742
Phoenix indian Center
$ 313,787 $ 38,063 $ 38,063
White Mountain Apache Tribe
$ 1,011,172 $ 91,212 $ 91,212
- ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
Arizona Dept. of Employment Security
$ 91,000,000 $ 3,285,440 $ 3,285,440
CALIFORNIA
ETA/CETASTATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Fresno Employment & Training Commission
$ _7,674 $ 67,674 $ 67,674
County of Imperial
$ •5,756,639 $ 1,087,529 $ 1,087,529
Sacramento-Yolo ETA
$ 31,249,754 $ 2,601,017 $ 2,601,017
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUDITED QUESTIONED UNRESOLVED
IX - SAN FRANCISCO REGION (continued)
CALIFORNIA (continued)
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR (continued
• Solano County
$ 9,326,231 $ 844 $ 844
Ventura County
$ 17,604,876 $ 17,604,876 $ 17,604,876
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
American Indian Future & Traditions Inc.
$ 250,170 $ 67,798 $ 67,798
Orange County Indian Center
$ 189,695 $ 3,284 $ 3,284
Sacramento Indian Center
$ 137,932 $ 41,124 $ 41,124
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSOR
San Jose Indian Center
.... $ 208,642 $ 17,773 $ 17,773
t
ETA/CETA MIGRANT & SEASONAL PRIME SPONSOR
California Human Development Corporation
$ 5,569,230 $ 2,154,802 $ 2,154,802
Campesinos Unidos Inc., Browley, Calif.
$ 2,813,261 $ 430,487 $ 430,487
ETA/MISCELLANEOUS CONTRACTOR
Urban Management Consultants
$ 172,315 $ 1,751 $ 1,751
HAWAII
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERIC_ PRIME SPONSOR
Hawaii Dept. of Labor & Industrial Relations
$ 114,410 $ 2,786 $ .2,786 .
NEVADA
OSHA/OSHA SPONSOR
Nevada Industrial Commission
$ 1,1/7,276 $ 300 -
X - SEATTLE REGION
ALASKA
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCALPRIME SPONSOR
Municipality of Anchorage
$10,800,840 $ 11,119 $ 11,119
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QUESTIONED
COSTS COSTS COSTS
AUD ITED SUE ST IONED UNRE SOLVED
X - SEATTLE REGION (continued) .
IDAHO
" ETA/SESA (STATE EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCY)
Idaho Dept. of Employment Security
$44,971,278 $ 10,163 $ i0,163 --
OREGON
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Balance of State
$92,107,527 $ 126,664 $ 126,664
Jackson/Josephine Consortium
$ 5,861,515 $ 10,202 $ 10,202
WASHINGTON
ETA/CETA STATE & LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
Clark County Board of Commissioners
$ 5,906,539 $ 27,742 $ 27,742
Pierce County$ 415 871 $ 415,871 $ 415,871
Spokane City-County Consortium
$57,138,233 -
City of Tacoma
$12,285,009 $ 57,662 $ 57,662
ETA/CETA NATIVE AMERICAN PRIME SPONSO_
Che-Ho-Qui-Sho Consortium
$ 523,817 $ 23,931 $ 23,931
Small Tribes of Western Washington
$ 1,199,820 $ 88,779 $ 88,779
0s /os SPONSOR
. Washington State Dept. of Labor & Industry
$ 126,588 $ 1,135 $ 1,135
Washington State Dept. of Labor & Industry
" $ 6,996,559 $ 87,149 $ 87,149
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APPENDIX B: SUMMARY OF ALL CETA STATE AND LOCAL PRIME SPONSOR
FINAL AUDIT REPORTS ISSUED IN THE FIRST HALF OF
FY 1979
During the period October 1, 1978 - March 31, 1979, OIG issued
70 CETA p@ime sponsor final audit reports: 29 were conducted
by OIG auditors, 26 by state and local government audit organi-
zations under cooperative agreements with DOL, and 15 by IPAs
under contract. All are included in Appendix A: Listing of
all final external audit reports completed October i, 1978 -
. March 31, 1979.
The prime sponsors had expended $1,645 million during the audit
period. In the transactions actually examined (i.e., in the sample
taken from the $1,540 million), $31.8 million of expenditures were
questioned by the auditors.
In the 70 reports, the auditors rendered 7 adverse opinions and
17•disclaimer of opinions on either the fairness of the financial
statements or the effectiveness of the internal controls to
safeguard Federal funds. The majority of costs were questioned
for the same reasons identified in the aforementioned significant
reports.
TABLE 3
Summary of Major Audit Findings From 70 CETA Prime Sponsors
Audit Exception Frequency Amounts Questioned
Ineligible Participants. _ 35 . $ 2.5 million
Insufficient Documentation 26 3.7 million
Improper Allocations and
Administrative Charges 21 i.i million
. Exceeding Budget 13 i.I million
Improper Expenditures 22 .6 million
Unresolved Sub Audit
Exceptions . 3 1.8 million
Unauditable Records 4. 19.1 million
• o
Other - 1.9 million
TOTAL $31.8 million
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Administrative findings, in order of frequency, -were:
Weak Financial Management: and 39
Internal Controls
. Inadequate Accounting System 24
"Lack of Allocation Plan 17
Reports Not Reconcilable to _Records 14
Weak Operational Control over Subsponsor.
Activities 8
•Weak Property Management 4
Inadequate Audit Coverage of Subsponsors
and Contractors 3
Weak Cash Management 3
Weak Contracting Procedures 2
o
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APPENDIX C: SYNOPSES OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF
SIGNIFICANT FINAL AUDIT REPORTS OF STATE AND LOCAL
PROGRAMS ISSUED OCTOBER i, 1978 - MARCH 31, .1979.
Prime Sponsor: NEW BEDFORD CONSORTIUM, MASS.
Audit Report No. 01-8-183-G-010-016
The audit covered several grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of
" varying periods between July 1975 and September 1977. The total
amount audited was $15 million.
- Auditors questioned approximately $464,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligible participants, improper expenditures, and insufficient
documentation. $460,000 of this represent wages and fringe
benefits paid to participants of the 1975 Title III Summer Program.
The prime sponsor's records were apparently destroyed during a
prime sponsor move from one location to another. Auditors also
found that the prime sponsor's policy does not require participants
to sign their time sheets (for Titles II and Vl).
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on February 7,
1979. ..
Prime Sponsor: PENOBOSCOT COUNTY COMMISSION, MAINE
Audit Report No. 01-9-295-L-007-011
The audit covered 5 grants of Titles I, If, III, and VI of varying
periods between April 1975 and December 1976. The total amount
audited was $1.8 million.
Auditors questioned approximately $55,000 in costs, mainly for
improper allocation.
The prime sponsor's financial records for FY 1977 and eight
months of FY 1978 were unauditable. The Report of Federal Cash
Transactions (RFCT) could not be reconciled to the books of
account and associated records. Auditors also found insufficient
audits of subgrants.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final'report was forwarded to ETA on February 8,
1979.
Prime Sponsor: NASSAU CO., N.Y.
, Audit Report No. 02-9-012-G-004
The audit covered 5 grants of Titles I, If, III and Vl of varying
periods between July 1974 and September 1976. The total amount
audited was $35 million.
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Auditors questioned approximately $958.,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligible participants, improper expenditures, and insufficient
documentation. Auditors also found inadequately kept records and
inaccurate data reported to DOL.
RecommeDdationswere made for corrective action on each adverse
find/ng. The final report was forwarded to ETA on October 26,
1978.
Prime Sponsor: GLOUCESTER CO., N.J.
Audit Report No. 02-9-001-C-001
The audit covered 4 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI, of
varying periods between June 1974 and February 1977. The total
amount auditedwas $7.2 million.
Auditors questioned approximately $500,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligible participants, and insufficient documentation. Auditors
also found inadequate books and records, unexplained journal
entries, and incorrect reporting.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on October i0,
1978.
Prime Sponsor: FRANKLIN CO., Pennsylvania
Audit Report No. 03-8-528/9-G-138/139-011
The audit covered 4 grants, Titles I, II, III, and VI of varying
periods from July 1975 to September 1977. The total amount audited
was $3.1 million in two reports.
Since 99_ of these funds were in the hands of subgrantees, and
sufficient subgrantee documentation was not available for the
audit, the auditors disclaimed an opinion in the first report.
In the second report the auditors cited an adverse opinion since
the financial reports did not agree with the records.
Auditors questioned approximately $II0,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligible participants, improper administrative charges, and
missing time and attendance records. Auditors further noted a
lack of written accounting procedures, and that reports were not o
in agreement with accounting records.
Recommendations for corrective actions were provided for each
adverse finding. The final report was issued to ETA onNovember
27, 1978. _
Prime Sponsor: FULTON COUNTY, GEORGIA
. Audit Report No. 04-8-2836-L-0033-G-0001
The audit covered 7 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of varying
periods between June 1974 and September 1977. The total amount
audited was $7 million.
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Auditors questioned approximately $219,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligible part_cpants and improper expenditures. Auditors also
found weaknesses in financial management, and conflicting information
in participant files.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final reportwas forwarded to, ETA on December ii,
1978. "
Prime Sponsor: ONSLOW COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
JACKSONVILLE, N.C. .
Audit Report No. 04-8-2835-L-0053-G-000!
The audit covered 8 grants of varying periods between January
1974 and May 1978. The total amount audited was $3.4 million.
Auditors questioned nearly $415,000 in costs, mainly for 78
ineligible participants, improper expenditures, or cost incurred
in excess of the grant amount. Auditors determined that the
financial management system contains substantial weaknesses and
is not adequate for the administration of the CETA program.
Recommendations were made for corrective actions on all findings.
The final report was released to ETA on March 16, 1979.
Prime Sponsor: SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
Audit Report No. 059-78-03-MB2-033
The audit covered a grant of Title III, between June 1975 and
June 1976. The total amount audited was $11.3 million in two
reports.
IPA auditors questioned $381,000 in costs, mainly for ineligible
participants, improper expenditures, and insufficient documentation.
Auditors could not verify participant eligibility for 844 of the
1,029 participants. Client files were placed on microfilm, but
due to a machine malfunction, all clients with last names beginning
with "Cue" and after alphabetically did not copy. The original
files were destroyed before the malfunction was noticed.
Recommendations were made to theprime sponsor to attempt recon-
struction of the records. The final report was forwarded to ETA
. on November 21, 1978.
Prime Sponsor: NORTH-EASTERN OHIO E&T CONSORTIUM
Audit Report No.05-8-0915-L-081
The audit covered 4 grants of Titles I, II, III and VI of varying
periods between September 1974 and September 1977. The total
amount audited was $18 million in two reports.
Q
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Auditors questioned approximately $103,299 in costs_ mainly for
ineligible participants, imprope; expenditures and insufficient
documentation. Auditors also found incorrect financial status •
reports, excessive cash balances, no allocation of administrative
costs, and a difference of over $300,.000 between reported and
recorded costs.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on January 22,
1979.
Prime Sponsor: INDIANA BALANCE OF STATE
Audit Report No. 05-8--I142-L-002
The audit covered 19 grants of Titles I, :[I, III, and VI of
varyingperiods between September 1974 and September 1978. The
total amount audited was $92 million.
Auditors questioned a total of $444,000 in costs, mainly for
unresolved questioned costs in sub-audits. Auditors also found
weak internal controls, weak operational control of subgrantee
activities, weak cash management, and weak property management.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on •each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded 'to ETA on January I, 1979.
Prime Sponsor: CAMERON COUNTY, 'TEXAS
_ Audit Report No. 06-9-045-L-002-0i3
The audit covered 7 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of varying
periods between October 1976 and December 1977; the total amount
audited was $14 million.
Auditors questioned approximately $494,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligible participants, improper expenditures, and insufficient
documentation. Auditors also found that Reports of Federal Cash
Transactions were not reconciled to Financial Status Reports, sta-
tistical reports could not be traced to source documents and that
comprehensive written procedures are needed covering accounting
operations, procurement, and travel.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on December 12,
1978.
Prime Sponsor: INDEPENDENCE, MISSOURI
Audit Report No.'0_-9-L-007
e
The audit covered 13 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of
varyingperiods between July 1975 and Dec:ember 1978. The total
amount audited was $6.5 million.
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Auditors questioned approximately $68,000 in costs, mainly for
ineligibleparticipants, improper expenditures, and insufficient
documentation. Auditors also found that the September 30, 1976
Financial Status Report does not agree with agency accounting
records, and that insufficient subgrantee audits have been performed.
%
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on February 14,
1979.
Prime Sponsor: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
Audit Report No. 07-9-L-003
The audit covered 9 grants of Titles I, II, II and VI of varying
periods between April 1975 and September 1978. The total amount
audited was $83.8 million.
AuditOrs questioned a total of $2.6 million in costs, mainly for
unresolved questioned costs in sub-audits, and unauditable subgrants.
Auditors also found lack of documentation in leasing of an office
building and an improper method of allocation.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on January 1,
1979.
Prime Sponsor: VENTURA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA
Audit Report No. 09-79-G-103-PI
The audit covered 8 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of varying
periods between September 1974 and September 1977. The total
amount audited was $17.6 million.
Auditors questioned all expenditures under the grants because of
unauditable records. A massive reconstruction job was required
and is now underway. Auditors also found that insufficient
subgrants audits have been performed.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on October 26,
1978.
Prime Sponsor: SACRAMENTO-YOLO ETA
Audit Report No.. 09-79-C-087-PI
The audit covered 6 grants of Titles I, II, If, & VI of varying
periods between June 1974 and September 1976. The total amount
audited was $31 million.
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Auditors questioned $2.6 million in costs, mainly for ineligible
participants, improper expenditures, and insufficient documentation.
Auditors also found that reported costs were not traceable to
books of entry, and that the prime sponsor failed to adequately
momitor subsponsors' financial systems.
%
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on November 21,
1978.
Prime Sponsor: COUNTY OF IMPERIAL, CALIFORNIR
Audit Report No. 09-79-C-061-PI
The audit covered 5 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of varying
periods between February 1974 and September 1976. The total
amount audited was $5.7 million.
Auditors questioned $i million in costs, mainly for improper
expenditures, budget overruns, and improper allocation. Nearly
$600,000 of prime sponsor questioned costs represent unresolved
questioned costs in subgrantee audits. Auditors also found that
reports submitted to DOL could not be reconciled to the General
Ledger, financial controls were inadequate, and the prime sponsor's
accounting system did not provide accurate and complete data for
the preparation Df the Financial Status Reports.
Recommendations were made for corrective action of each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on DeCember 12,
1978.
Prime Sponsor: SPOKANE ETA, WASHINGTON
Audit Report No. i0-_9-S-022-001
The audit covered 7 grants of Titles I, II, III, and VI of varying
periods between June 1974 and September 1977. The total amount :
audited was $57 million.
Auditors disclaimed an opinion on the financial statement because
interest accounting and administrative control systems are not in
compliance with DOL requirements. Auditors also found that no
General Ledger system of accounts has been established, no cost
allocation plan has been designed, cash drawdowns farexceed
current needs, and no prime sponsor program exists to conduct the
required number of subgrantee audits.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on December 8,
1978. :
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Prime Sponsor: PIERCE COUNTY, WASHINGTON
Audit R_:port No. I0-79-L-021-004
This special audit covered Public Service Employment grants of
varyin_ periods between June 1974 and September 1977.
Auditors _uestioned $416,000 in costs, mainly for ineligible
participants and insufficient documentation. Auditors also found
that participant enrollment statistics were overstated.
Recommendations were made for corrective action oneach adverse
finding. The final report was forwardedto ETA on December ii,
- 1978.
Prime Sponsor: CLARK COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,
WASHINGTON
Audit Report No. I0-79-S-023-001
The audit covered 7 grants of Titles I, II, Ill, and VI of
varying periods between July 1974 and September 1978. The total
amount audited was $5.9 million.
Auditors questioned $27,000 in costs, mainly for maintenance of
effort and nepotism. Auditors also found that accounting
information fcr FY 1976 was not verifiable, and that the Board
used a non-standard accounting system resulting in the lack of an
audit trail and unreconcilable expenditure variances between
original expenditure reports and accounting records.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on October I0,
1979.
q
State Emplolrment Security Agency: VIRGINIA EMPLOYMENT COMMISSSION
Audit Report No. 03-9-126-L-001
The audit covered $367 million received by the Virginia
Employment Commission between July 1975 and September 1977 for
the administration of its employment security and related program.s,
- and the payment of Federal and State unemployment benefits.
Auditors questioned over $473,000 in costs, mainly for the wages
. of hourly employees retained in excess of one year, terminal
leave overpayments, and payments for computer services in excess
of the approved ceiling. Auditors also found weaknesses in personnel
administration and controls, financial management and accounting,
and in unemployment benefit payment activities.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse "
finding, The final report was forwarded to the ETA on January
i0, 1979.
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State Employment Security Agency: DELAWARE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Audit Report No. 03-8-664-L-014
The audit covered $28 million received by the Delaware Department
of Labor between July 1974 and September 1977 for the admini-
stration of its employment security and related programs, and
the payment of Federal unemployment benefits.
Auditors questioned $472,000 in costs, mainly for resources on
order not supported by firm orders, lack of an approved formal
agreement for State central data processing services, non-essential
bank services, unauthorized overtime, legal services not in
accordance with an approved agreement, and failure to solicit
bids for keypunch services.
Auditors found a lack of control over the acquisition of data
processing equipment, ADP services provided to other State
agencies without charge, a State-wide job freeze hampered
employment security operations (particularly data processing),
an inequitable distribution of the State Secretary of Labor's
salary to employment security operations, and a need to strengthen
the financial management system, benefit recordkeeping, overpayment
detection and collection procedures in the unemployment benefits
progran.
Auditors also noted that there was need for an actuarial review
" of Delaware's unemployment insurance tax structure, and recommended
that the State legislature be advised of the results. As of
September 30, 1977 the State agency had borrowed $36.6 million
from the Federal unemployment account, because unemployment
benefits paid exceeded taxes collected from employers bY $64
million during Fiscal Years 1973 through 1977.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each of 28
adverse findings. The. final report was forwarded to ETA on
January 18, 1979.
State Employment Security Agency: I_IZO_ DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC
SECURITY
Audit Report No. 09-79-L-201
The audit covered $91 million received by the Arizona Department
of Economic Security between July 1975 and September 1977 for the
administration of its employment security and related programs,
and the payment of Federal unemployment benefits.
Auditors questioned $3.3 million in costs, mainly for improper
space rental charges, the improper allocation of leave costs,
and the questionable use of'Federal funds to pay interest'expenses
amounting to about $1.4 million. The matter of interest expense
is being reviewed by OMB. Auditors also found that office space was
rented without required approval and that discrepancies existed in
each record.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on January 22, 1979.
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APPENDIX D: SYNOPSES OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF ETA
NATIONAL PROGRAM FINAL AUDITREPORTS ISSUED
OCTOBER i, 1978- MARCH 31, 1979.
I. MI_RANTPROGRAM
-- Greater California Educational Project, Inc. (GCEP)
Examination of the reports and records of the Greater California
Educational Project, Inc. (GCEP) Fresno, California resulted in
. the closing of the GCEP program and the recovery of a Bank of
America building that had been purchased with Department of Labor
funds.
Because of the magnitude of the questioned costs ($1 million out
of $3.6 million) and the materiality of the non-compllance findings,
the audit was expanded to include a complete transactional analysis
of GCEP and its subcontractors for calendar years 1975, 1976and
1977. Similar audit coverage was arranged for five other California
Migrant grantees and subcontractors because of their close inter-
relationship with GCEP.
•A final report covering the audit of GCEP has not been issued
since it was used by the Department of Justice as the basis for
....._ investigation intocertain GCEP activities. Reports covering
Campesino Unidos, Inc. and the California Human Development
Corporation have been issued.
-- CampesinosUnidos, Inc.
The audit of Campesinos Unidos, Inc., Brawley, California covered
eight grants amounting to approximately S3 million funded by the
U.S. Department of Labor, the U.S. Department of Health, Education
and Welfare, the U.S. Community Services Administration, the
California Department of Education, the California Office of
Economic Opportunity, and the Riverside County Coordinated Child
Care Project.
As a result of the audit sampling and non-compliance findings,
" the expenditure of $382,990 in DOL funds was questioned, and an
additional $44,497 of costs were recommended for disallowance.
The auditors rendered an adverse opinion on the financial state-
ments of Campesinos Unidos, Inc. because of the materiality of
the questioned costs, questionable transactions, and lack of
internal controls.
-- California Human Development Corporation
The audit of the California Human Development Corporation, Santa
Rosa, California included 26 grants amounting to approximately
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$5.5 million funded by the U.S. Community Services Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor, the California Office of Criminal
Justice Planning, the California Fmlployment Development Department,
and Sonoma, Solano, Mendocino and Napa Counties.
QuestioDed costs totaled $2,154,802. An adverse opinion was
rendered on the financial statements of California Human Development
Corporatibn because of the materiality of the questioned costs,
questionable transactions, and lack of internal controls.
-, Associated City - County Economic Development Corporation
'(ACCEDC)
A survey of the Associated City - County Economic Development
Carporation (ACCEDC), Hidalgo County, Texas disclosed that the
entity was bankrupt. As a result of this survey, the. Department
did not refund ACCEDC.
II. OTHER CETA NATIONAL PROGRAMS
-- National Counci I on the Aging, Inc.
Auditors questioned approximately $480,000 in Federal grant
expenditures made between June 1974 and June 1977. Questioned
costs include unsupported enrollee costs, excess claimed over
actual costs, and excess actual costs over maximum allowable
costs. Auditors questioned $57,048 in _msupported non-Federal
costs.
The audit also disclosed that the contractor had negotiated
sub-contract budgets in excess of the line item, budget authorized
in the contract with DOL, and that the final invoice for one of
the subcontractors did not agree with books and records for
enrollee wages and fringe benefits.
Recommendations were made for corrective action on each adverse
finding. The final report was forwarded to ETA on January 24, 1979.
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APPENDIX E: SYNOPSES OFFINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF SPECIAL
IMPACT/INTERNAL AUDITS COMPLETED OCTOBER I, 1978 -
MARCH 31, 1979.
-- Special Impact Audit: U.S. Army Finance and Accounting
• Center (USAFAC)
" OIG examined the USAFAC's Job Corps Payment System for the period
July i, 1975 through September 30, 1976. The purpose of the
examination was to analyze Job Corps living allowances, • allotments,
- meal tickets, government travel requests (GTRs), petty cash
reimbursements, and to analyze USAFAC's administrative costs for
allowability and supporting documentation. The examination
included visits to 25 Job Corps Centers and all i0 Job Corps
Regional Offices to verify supporting documentation.
Auditors questioned USAFAC administration costs of $364,510
because either no allocationplan was available, no supporting
documentation was available, or the allocation plan inconsistently
applied t_he administration costs. In addition, the audit identified
29 additional operational and internal control problems at the
Job Corps Centers, the Job Corps Regional Offices, and at USAFAC
levels.
ETA waived the $364,510 in questioned administration costs, but
required USAFAC to eliminate the inconsistencies in their compu-
tations of administration costs and required that USAFAC retain
source documentation of administration costs according to the
approved GSA "General Records Schedule".
Of the 29 operational and internal control problems, most were
either resolved or corrected with the exception.of two major
issues (i) internal controls over GTRs and meal tickets, and
(2) internal controls over USAFAC Form 37-6, a Corpsmember change
notice.
-- At the Job Corps Center level: GTRs and meal tickets
were being presigned, were not maintained under lock
and key, were not all accounted for during the audit
- examination, and Corpsmembers were not required to sign
a receipt upon receiving GTRs or meal tickets.
-- At USAFAC: Form 37-6 was not prenumbered, was not
retained after being keypunched, and was not routinely
authorized or controlled. The forms are used to correct,
suspend or change addresses of Corpsmembers allowance
and allotment payments, and if not controlled may be
used to create "fictitious_' Corpsmembers or divert
legitimate Corpsmember payments.
The potential for fraud in both of these areas is high. Controls
need to be•implemented to prevent abuse. OIG %_ili continue to
work with ETA to resolve these two remaining issues.
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-- Internal Audit: Audit of Imprest Fund
An audit was performed on one of two imprest funds located in the
office of Accounting under the Departmental Comptroller. The
audit included a review of internal controls and financial trans-
action_ as well as a count of funds on hand. The audit disclosed
cash advances outstanding for excessive periods, a lack of cash
counts at-proper intervals, a lack of separation of unrelated
imprest funds, and no action taken on prior audit findings and "
recommendations. The Treasury Department has subsequently direc£ed
that this fund be closed out; therefore, we have withheld recommen-
dations.
0
4
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APPENDIX F: SYNOPSES OF ADDITIONAL SPECIAL IMPACT/INTERNAL
AUDITS.
I. Special Impact/Internal Audits CURRENTLY UNDERWAY:
-- Review of Federal Employees' Compensation Act Periodic Roll Case
Management
m
An audit of Federal Employees' Compensation Act (FECA) periodic
roll case management is being performed at the request of the
- Assistant Secretary for Employment Standards Administration. A
total of 220 case files are being reviewed in five district offices
to determine if cases are being managed properly and in accordance
with applicable procedures. Emphasis is being placed on determining
whether claimants met the initial eligibility criteria for payment
of compensation, and whether they continue to be eligible to receive
compensation.
-- Audit of Contrant/Grant Close Out Procedures in the Department
of Labor
A nationwide audit is being conducted of contract and grant
closeout procedures used by the Department of Labor to determine
if the procedures used are consistent with OMB instructions. OIG
will also determine the number of completed or terminated contracts
and grants with outstanding advances or unreported costs as of
September 30, 1978, and calculate the interest cost to the
Treasury to carry the unliquidated advances.
°
-- Imprest Fund Audit
Anaudit is being performed of the other imprest fund located in
the Office of Accounting under the Departmental Comptroller. The
audit consists of a revlew of internal controls and financial
transactions as well as a count of funds on hand.
-- Audit of the Department of Labor's Integrated Payroll and
_ Personnel System
An audit is being performed of the Department of Labor's integrated
payroll and personnel system. The audit is designed to test
" whether the system is operating effectively, efficiently, and in
the manner intended by its designers. This audit is to be conducted
nationwide by a public accounting _irm under contract to the OIG.
-- Audit of the Departmental Property Management System
A nationwide audit of the Departmental Property Management System
is being conducted by a public accounting firm under contract to
I
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the OIG. The audit is being performed to determine: (i) the
adequacy of controls over input and output documents, and the
integrity of processing accountability of property documents;
(2) whether access to the computerized system is adequately"
safeguarded to prevent unauthorized use; and (3) whether there
is com_.liance with applicable procedures.
II. FY 1978 Special Impact/Internal Audits:
-- Public service Employment (PSE) Eligibility Audit
Public Law 95-29, the Economic Stimulus Appropriations Act,
effective May 13, 1977, authorized $6.8 billion for temporary
employment assistance under Title VI of CETA, and $2.6 billion
for employment and training assistance. Both amounts were to
remaln available until September 30, 1978.
The ETA implemented plans to increase enrollment in Title II and
VI from less than 298,000 on May 13, 1977, to 725,000 by the end
of February 1978 (Title VI; 600,000; Title II: 125,000).
& -
"The then Directorate of Audit and Investigations (later OSI, now
OIG) undertook an aud/t in August of 1977 to determine the degree
of prime sponsor compliance with the eligibility requirements for
Public Service Employment for the participants hired during the
period May 13, 1977, to August 31, 1977.
Field work of the audit was completed in November and the draft
report was issued December 23, 1977. The final report was issued
April 10, 1978, incorporating ETA's comments to the draft.
A statistical sample was designed which would allow projection of
the findings nationwide. It consisted of 1,829 participant folders
examined at 200 subgrantee sites involving 46 prime sponsors. In
addition to the participant folders, State Employment Agency and
welfare records were examined, work history information was checked
with former employers, and selected participants were interviewed.
Of the 1,829 participants examined, auditors found 169 ineligible
for participation for various reasons and an additional 37 whose
eligibility could not be verified because the records did not "
contain the information necessary to determine their eligibility.
No costs were questioned in this audit. It was pointed out,
however, that if these ineligible rates were allowed to continue
(9.23% ineligibles, 2.02_ undeterminables), between $389 million
and $842 million of the Economic Stimulus Appropriations-may be
spent improperly.
This projectionwas based on a confidence level of 90%, reliability
± 3.4.
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Recommendations to the ETAincluded:
i. Measures to assure that CETA applications contain all
necessary information to support eligibility•
2. Measures to assure the accuracy of information provided
on the application form.
In his reply, the Assistant Secretary for ETA agreed to the need +
to keep ineligibles to a minimum, but raised the issue of cost
• effectiveness of foolproof systems• He stated, however, that ETA
would take all necessary and appropriate corrective action steps.
-- Review of Selected FECA Chargeback and Statistical Data
The Office of the Inspector General and the United States Postal
Service (USPS)+conducted a review of selected Federal Employees'
Compensation Act (FECA) chargeback and statistical data. The
purpose was to determine the accuracy of the bill to the USPS
generated by the chargeback system, and to validate injury data
furnished to the USPS which USPS uses to compute its long term
liability for FECA benefits. Major weaknesses in the chargeback
and payment control procedures were identified which resulted in
errors in 49 percent of the cases reviewed and an inaccurate USPS
bill. Recommendations were made to the Department of Labor which
should provide the internal controls necessary for an accurate
chargeback and payment system• OIG also recommended that the
USPS furnish complete and accurate information to the Department
of Labor.
Corrective actions include USPS payment of the balancedue to the
Department of Labor (almost 70 million dollars),.improved cooperation
between the USPS and Labor, USPS compensation personnel receiving
training on processing FECA claims, quality control units established
in district offices to monitor data entering the system, merging
the payment process and chargeback system to eliminate errors
inherent in the use of multiple documentation, and reconciliation
and edit procedures instituted where they did not previously
exist.
-- Federal Employees' Compensation Program
Review of 285 periodic roll case files established under the
Federal Employees' Compensation Act in five district offices
disclosed deficiencies in the adjudication of claimants' initial
eligibility as well as in the monitoring of claimants' continuing
eligibility• Auditors also noted that some claimants receiving
total FECA disability benefits were Concurrently receiving unemploy-
ment insurance benefits or were working. Our recommendations
included requiring improved compliance with procedures in the
district offices and for the National Office to improve their
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monitoring to ensure compliance; developing a formalized training
program; improving their procedures manual; requiring employers
to investigate all injuries; improving medical data by using'a
panel of OWCP approved doctors; and implementing procedures and
actions to deter, when applicable, claimants receiving FECA total
disabil_ty compensation while concurrently collecting unemployment
insurance.benefits or while working and earning wages.
Corrective actions include assigning a special unit or individual
in each district office to process all new and review all old
periodic roll cases, reporting the results of the reviews to the
National Office; developing and implementing training programs;
revising their .procedural manual; revising basic forms to improve
employers reporting of injury data and physicians reporting of
medical data; revising procedures to requireprompt Loss of Wage
EarningCapacity determinations; reviewing claimant's free choice
of physicians and utilization of OWCP designated specialist; and
negotiating an agreement with the Internal Revenue Service and
the Social Security Administration to obtain wage information.
-- Longshoremen's and Harbor Workers' Compensation Act Special Fund
financial audit was made of the Longshoremen's and Harbor
Workers' Compensation Act and the District of Columbia Act special
fund. Our audit "disclosed that the accounting system and internal
controls were adequate to safeguard 'the special fund; therefore,
we made,no recommendation.
-- Payment Procedures for Airline Teleticketing Service
An audit was performed of the procedures used in'reimbursingthe
airline teleticketing service for National office employees' travel.
The audit disclosed limited or no reconciliation of the airline
billing for tickets purchased through the service to employees'
travel vouchers, and that the majority of airline tickets purchased
were not obtained through the teleticketing process. OIG recommended
that the billing be reconciled monthly to travel vouchers, and that
except in emergencies, airline tickets for official travel be pur-
chased through the teleticketing se_Tice. The auditee, agency has
implemented a reconciliation between the billing and the travel
vouchers, and is ih the process of rectifying a staffing problem
which will greatly improve the use of teleticketing service.
-- Cash Control Audit
o
An audit was performed of cash controls in the Office of Accounting
and in all of the Regional Administr_tive and Management Offices.
The audit included a review of controls over cash receipts, disburse-
ments, discounts and Government Transportation Requests (GTRs).
The audit disclosed inadequate use of[ controls and compliance per-
taining to cash receipts, disbursements, GTRs, and imprest fund
operations and the loss of discounts. Our recommendations were
Q
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to strengthen compliance with internal controls and procedures
pertaining to the handling of cash, the imprest fund and disbursements.
We also recommended that cash be deposited on a timely basis and
that all discounts be taken. The comptroller for the Department
stated that the audit report would be discussed with the Regional
FinancZ.alManagement Advisors and that steps would be promptly
taken to correct the reported problems. :
e
-- Utilization of Employment Security Automated Reporting Syst6m
"IESARS ) Data
o
An audit was made to assess the use of statistical information
generated by the Employment Security Automated Reporting System
(ESARS), and to review a number of ETA sponsored studies and
projects relating to issues covered in our audit. The ESARS
review indicated that:
-- Vast quantitites of data inthe ESARS tables were not
used.
-- ESARS table formats and volume of data produced
inhibited use of the tables.
-- ESARS users were forced toroutinely extract and
manually re-format data from various tables.
-- Manual statistics were still being maintained by 79
percent of local employment offices surveyed.
We recommended the establishment and implementation of a data
base system with flexible report generating capabilities for
Employment Service operations. As an interim measure, Federal
and State officials should consolidate ESARS data. ETA advised
us that they were directing their efforts to develop a flexible
database management system with report generating capabilities.
Our review of a number of ETA-sponsored studies and projects
related to ESARS disclosed that there was a need for better
coordination, monitoring, and control. We recommended that the
" Assistant Secretary for ETA establish a central point within his
office to coordinate and approve studies and projects requested
by Federal and State officials. ETA advised us that it had
- established a committee to monitor and direct all projects being
developedby one of its contractors.
Ill. FY 1977 Special Impact/Internal Audits:
-- State-Wide Job Bank Review
An audit was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of local and
State-wide automated job bank programs, and analyzed 507,000
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-- Procedures for determining penalty amounts varied among
offices; and
-- Standards covering conditions most likely to result in
death or serious physical harm had not been identified
and emphasized during inspections.%
To bring shout timely improvement of OSHA's enforcement activities,
• we recommended that: (i) violation classifications be fully
documented, (2) more precise direction be provided for computing
unadjusted penalties for non-serious violations, (3) standards
pertaining to serious violations be identified and (4) compliance
° officers concentrate on enforcing these standards.
The Assistant Secretary for OSHA concurred with the recommen-
dations and indicated that implementing action was being taken.
-- Administrative Control of Consolidated Working Funds Bureau
of Labor Statistics
Working funds are a type of management fund that is established
in connection with the special statistical studies made by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) for government and non-government
organizations.
The procedures for administrative control of funds are delineated
, in OMB Circular A-34, FMC 74-9, Secretary's Order No. 19-73,
" i Administrative Instruction No. 26-73, and the Manual of Admin-
istration.
Our review of the BLS Consolidated Working Fund encompassed
fiscal years 1975 and 1976 through August 31, 1976. During the
period of our review, BLS had received customer orders with an
estimated value in excess of $29 million. Emphasis wasplaced on
testing the manner in which the consolidated working funds were
being controlled.
We found that the Bureau's administrative control over the consoli-
dated working fund was inadequate because it did not provide for
an adequate accounting system:
-- There were no formal accounting procedures within BLS.
- -- Obligations were being made without allotments.
-- The cost estimates for the BLS special statistical
projects were not being uniformly developed or applied.
In addition, our review indicated that control over the consolidated
working funds could be improved if:
-- Project estimates were based on historical costs modified
to account for any projected inflation or cost of
living increases.
Appendix F
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-- Estimates were applied uniformly.
BLS concurred with our comments and undertook steps to correct
the problem areas noted.
%
-- Audit of the Office of National Programs
An audit was performed to determine the effectiveness of the
Office of National Programs in managing its programs. The audit
disclosed a need for timely processing of contracts and grants, a
more effective monitoring system, _Id improved pre-awardgrant
reviews. It also disclosed some duplication in the monitoring
efforts of Regional, National and oluher Federal agencies, and
that it is more economical to monitor from Regional Offices. We
recommended actions to enable the timely processing and improved
monitoring of contracts and grants; the detailed review of grant
applications prior to the issuance of grants; revision of the
monitoring system to eliminate duplication; and the decentralization
of selected National Office field representatives to the Regions
where justified. Reported corrective actions included actions
necessary to enable the timely processing and improved monitoring
of grants and contracts, the detailed review of each grant application,
" the investigation of the possibility of developing a monitoring
system that will reduce duplication and the development of a plan
.for the decentralization of selected field representatives to be
considered at an-appropriate future time.
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• ._IEMO_ANDU M FOR THE HEADS OF EXECUTTVE
• ? •
. DEPARTMENTS AND AGENCIES ".
SUBJECT: Sharln_ Federal Audit Plans " .
• o.
•ee. e • -..
" The A_._inistration is co=2_itted tO forging new ties of "
cooperation among all levels of government. We want %0
_liminate the application and wasteful effort that too
often has accqmpanied the management of Federal grants -"
%o State and loca! gover_r_ents.
Dne area where .improvements can be made is in coordinating
• the audit of these grants. All three levels of government
have audit responsibilities, but it @oes not make sense
for them all" to audit the same transactions. Therefore,
. in order to improve coordination, I _m Ordering all Federal
executive agencies to makd public the State and local portion
of the annual audit plans required by Federal Management Cir-
cular 73-2. The plans will be available to State and local
goverDu_ents, to'the National and Regional xntezgover.nm_ntal -
Audit Forth. s, _nd to other interested parties- The plans
._ould also be available "to the general public, and woul_
be submitted to. OMB prior to the beginning of the fiscal
year in %_hich they are to be implemented. ¢Sey should be
%_paa£ed periodically throughout the year as significant
- changes are made. - .
" "pl. X expect Federal agencies to use their audit ans as a
_asis for making greater-efforts to impro%,e i_tera_znc_v • "
cooperation on audits, to increase Federal Coordination
%_ith State and local auditors, and to increase- reliance
on audits-made by others.
p
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Background: "A weli-,._anaged audit program "providEs
an/----_mport_nttool to program managers to heip them
essess t£e effective.n_s_ of program operations and
:. - assure the proper expenditure 6f funds by gr_nte-_s ,
•: and contractors. It sho_id_Iso Serve as a basic
, •tool for, program managers to utilize in plann/ng
" actions to qorrect deficiencies aDd to'obtain:'the "
_ecovery of funds _hich hav_ been im.oroperly expended.
Congress and the GAO have recently criticized th:e :
•, _.audit _rogram of-the Depart_nent, including t_c failure
of program ._,anagers to tak_ expeditious and "appropria._e
action on audit findings. It is.imperative that oul"
audit p_'ogram be o_3rntod in complianco _.:ith all
Federal requirements and st_n_ards: that resourcos
_voted to Audit operations be effectively utiliz,_d
; and managed; that tlmely, accu%'ate and factual audit "
reports be issued; that differences between +.he audit
- s'taff and program managors b-_ promptly resolved; and
" that program managers assu_e full responsibility for
exg_dit$o.l:: Rnd proper action on "audit find.!ngs and
. recomme nda bions.
. • . •
°
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A_ell-operated audit program will allow us to • :.-:
bett_t" mae_ o_r program objectives and'curb the .. ,
in'flatien_r I- impact of inappropriate e_penditures
andlpr_ctices. " ... _.
•Ac£ion and Purpose: To assure _lat ur audit program
iS being managed effectively and achieves the desired
results, I am.directing tha_ a comprehensive review
of the audit pTogram.be'under_aken. This review will i
. evaluatq our curren_ procedures, compliance wi_
standards an_ requ_remen£s, quality controls_'relations.
between the audit staff and Departmenta_ program
managers, and action's taken on audit findings-and
recom_ehd a tion s.
.. Partlcul'ar at£ention _ill be given to the ut_lizntion
of resources, increasing the number of audits conducted,
the q_a!ity of our. audits, the validity of findings,
and _e use of" management _nfor_nation Eystem_o It
•- is hoped that the examination will allow'us todevelop
specific objectives, _inpoint p.._r'ticular proble,-_ and
" , develop a plan to immrove.ou[, current operations. :
The revie_ w£11 be made by inviting various informed
individuals f.r_m within and outside the Department to
provide information" on the audit program of the
. Departmcnt andattar Federal agencies.. DOL audit
and program agehcy personnel, GAO,. CPA flrms,-State
ahd local representatives and other Federal audit.
program _an_gcrs will be asked toparticipa_° Pre_'
sentations by thase individuals wf_l b_ made,to a
high.level 2anel comp_i_ed of top management personnel
of tho Department. Utilizing the informationi..th_
panel will _;:ake.r_com_endations to me for action a_d
implementation. Thepanel composition is:
•" Alfred. G. Aibert . _. " "
Deputy Solicitor _
Crai_ A. Berrington • "" "
_xu_utiVa Assis_an£ tO the. Under Secretar M
Robert Davis
•D2_,,ty _::zist_ Secr_tazw fo¢ Admlnintvn_ion
a;,clManasoment
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% •Inspector G_noral -.Ac_i_g -
" Shirley Downs
Assistant to the Deputy Undcr Secretary
• _0r Intergovernmental Relat£ons).. .
Peter.Henle
• Deput_ Assistant Secretary for Policy, "
_va_uation' and Research " .-..
John'Leslie
" Director, .Office of Information,. Publications
"- and Reports
.: -Wnlter Shapiro
Special Assistant to the'Secretary _
Lawrence I_eatherford .-
"Deputy Assistant Secretary for Employment
and Training
I have.asked Craig BerringtQn to.serve as Chairman-of.. .! _ .
the panel.• Craig will be contacting panel members to
map out plans for th_ review. ._ ,.
• • • °
.
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.WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUMFOR: Under Secretary
Assistant Secretaries "
. Solicitor
" Acting Commissioner of Labor
-. Statistics
Deputy Under Secretaries
Director, Women's'Bureau
, Acting Inspector General
Director, Office of Information,
Publicationsandae_r_
. . FROM: Secretary of Labor _-
SUBJECT: Interim Procedures for Reporting
Known or Suspected Abuses, Criminal
• or Programmatic Violations and
Employee Misconduct Affecting
DOL Programs, Operations, and
Employees
As you are aware, our efforts to strengthen our capa-
bilities in the prevention and detection of abuse
and fraud within the Department of Labor are of the
. highest priority. A systemmatic procedure for
reporting instances of suspected or actual fraud,
abuse or criminal conduct is a vital link in this
overall effort.
To facilitate early'implementation of such a system,
I am establishing, effective immediately, ihterim
procedures for reporting all instances of -known or
suspected fraud, program abuse, or criminal conduct
by DOL staff, contractors, or grantees. .These
interim procedures are intended to provide a simple
and effective system for reporting such instances
to the Office of the Inspector General while
permanent procedures are in the lengthy process of
finalization and clearance. ."
• " _ -74- .. Appendix J
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.All Departmental Agencies are to utilize the
enclosed interim procedures and D0L Form 1-156
for reporting to the Office of the Inspector
General and their own key management staff. To
assure expeditious handling of such information,
please designate.key officials in your Agency to
• coordinate the reporting of such incidents to the
-OIG.
Enclosed is a detailed explanation of the interim
procedures and the use and preparation of the"
Incident.Report Form.. Any questions you may have
can be directed to the Office of the Inspector
General.
Enclosure
'" o"
1. DATE OF REPORT 2. AGEHCY DESIGNATION CODE 3. FILE .NUMBER
INCIDENT REPORT (Yr.) (Agency) (Report No.) -75-
FOR IG L'
4. TYPE OF REPORT: Initial I-:7 Supplemental r-i Final I"--I Other(Specify) [_
5. TYPE OF INCIDENT: Conduct Violation r--I Criminal Violation r-'l Program Violation r-1
!
6. ALLEGATION AGAINST: DOL Employee r-I Contractor r-I Grantee CZ] Program Participantor Claimant
Other (Specify) I"--!
7. LOCATION OF INCIDENT:
8. DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT/DISCOVERY: ,"
9. SOURCE OF'INFORMATION: Public [] Contractor I--I Grantee [] ProgramParticipant I--1
Audit r'-I Investigative/Law EnforcementAgency {Specify) !_1
Other (Specify) I'_
10. CONTACTS BYLAW ENFORCEMENTAGENCIES:
11. EXPECTED CONCERN TO DOL: Local 1--1 Regional [] Nationa! 1"-1
Media Interest [] Exet:utive Interest 1"-I GAD/Congressional Interest
Other (Specify} r-I ._
12. DOL PROGRAM INVOLVED: CETA I'-] SESA I--I OSHA I--I OWCP ["-1 . LMWP I-'1 MSHA
Other (Specify} I-'] -. Valueof Funds Involved: S
13. INFORMATION ON PEFISON(S) INVOLVED:
NAME GRADE • PosITION OR JOB TITLE EMPLOY- LOCAL ADDRESS (Street, city.MENT I OR ORGANIZATION IF EMP-
i i
.o
I
NOTE: J ENTER ONE OF THESE CODES: U-Unemployed; G-Grantee; C-Contractor; D-DOL Eml_loyee;F.Other Federal Eml_lo'_
P-Program Participant or Claimarjt.
i14. SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT:
76 " .......
o'
°
o°
o°
15. TYPED _AME & TITLE OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL 16. SIGNATURE OF RESPC)NSIBLE OFFICIAL
17. COPIES FURNISHED TO: 18. ATTACHMENTS: (LIST)
4
I
G©O :
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" Use and Preparation of DL Form 1-156, Incident Report
• A. Purpose. Form DL 1-156 is to be used for reporting to the Office
of Inspector General incidents of program abuse, fraud or other criminal
violations involving DOL programs and operations.
B. Responsibilities of Manager_s and Supervisors.
In the normal course of their work; DOL managers and supervisors fre-
quently become aware of instances of actual, potential, or suspected
fraud ar_ abuse in the programs and operations of their Agencies or
in grantees and contractors working in these areas. Instances of viola-
. .tionsof the standards of conduct of DOL employees, instances of actual
or suspected crimir_l violations, and instances of gross program mis-
management, violations of-regulations, or misuse of federal funds may
also come to their attention•
DOL Managers and supervisors are responsible for reporting all such
actual or suspected violations to the Office of Inspector General (OIG)
• using the Incident Report, DL 1-156. While such information may be
phoned directly to the OIG at 523-7499, phoned reports should in all "
cases be supplemented by submission of the Incident Report within 72
• hours.
C. Use of the Incident Report, Form DL I-i56. .
1. As an Initial Report
The EL i-i56 is designed primarily as an initial report of actual or
,suspected violations to inform the OIG that a violation has occurred°
It should also be used to initlally inform OIG of cases involving DOL
employees, programs, and operations being investigated by or reported
to other investigative agencSes. : °
" 2. As a Supplemental Report
The D5 1-156 should also be used to submit suppl_mental information not
available at the time the original or final report was submitted.
e
e
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, 3. As a _i_. Reporti k
Form "9L 1-156 should be used when:
(a) An incident is solved, resolved, or otherwise settled.
•(b) It is determined that the matter cannot be resolved at the
_ency level and the case is administratively closed.
_:(c) Upon final adjudication or imposition of administrative/
_isciplinary.action against the person or organization involved. Final
.reports will be submitted without awaiting the "results of adjudication. .
_hen adjudication results become known, a sul_plement"to the final report
•_will besent to OIG indicating the _esults.
" D. "C_letion of the IncLdent Report.
' Form DL 1-156, will be completed as follows:
":Blocki. Enter the date the form is actually _Igned by the
responsible agency official. "
o
Block 2. _Enter the cale_ar year in!which the report is being
_suh_nitted,the agency code designation, _ a number to indicate the
Chronological sequence of the report, e.g. 77-A-I would show that the
" report was the first one submitted in calendar year 1977 by the Office
Of the Assistant Secretary for Administration and Manag_.nt.
1 _ Block 3. Leave blank. For use by OIG _¢Lly. .
Block 4. Indicate the type of report being submitted by checking the
• appropriate block. If the report is bott_an "Initial" and a "Final" re-
port, then place a check in both the ini_3/and final blocks.
Block 5. Check appropriate block.
" Block 6. Check appropriate block
! - Block 7. Enter the location where the incident occurred. A general
geographic (city, town, ) location or mail _Sdress may be used.
I
Block 8. Enter the date and time that the incident occurred. If positive
information is lacking then enter the:best estimate of the date and time of
occurrence. If it is not possible to render a "best estimate", enter "the
date and time of discovery of the incideht.
, i L
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. Block 9. Check appropriate block.
%
Bloc.k I0. Any informatioin requested by any law enforcement agency
should be reported here. Identify the officer and/or agency who made
• the request. In Block 14, describe what information was requested
from and offered to the outside agency°
' "Block II. Indicate the type of interest/publicity that the incident
may generate, or actually has generated, by placing a check in the
appropriate block. If necessary, a brief statement of explanation
may be included in Block 14.
Block 12. Check a.opropriate block.
" Block 13. Complete as necessary. If additional space is needed,
use Block 14.
- . Block 14. Synopsis - This is a clear concise statement of the
incident which should include-
(a) (Where). Identify the time and'date when the incident occurred;
_en it was discovered; when it was reported to supervisory personnel,
OIG, or other law enforcement agency; and whether an inventory was
conducted to determine extent of loss.
" (b) (What). Describe the complete incident in as much detail as is
available _nd necessary to give a complete picture of what happened.
Cost value figures will be shown in the appropriate place in Block 12.e
(C) (Who). "Enter the names of those principal personnel .who are
listed in Block 9 and Block 13 as well as other personnel whose
identities are necessary to complete the narrative and give the reader
a complete picture of what happened. Include, when applicable, complete
identities of persons/agencles to whom the incident is reported or
referred. If needed for purpose of clarification, include the reason(s)
. : why.nonprincipal personnel were involved, e.g., fire department personnel
who made pertinent determinations in a suspected arson incident.
" (d) "(Where). Clearly specify the location where the incident occurred,
e.g., a certain building, an area/room within a building, a particular
contractor, grantee location. If the direction and distance from an
identifiable point of reference (e..g.,building, street intersection,
bridge) is known this .should be Lsdicated.
"" -80-.
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(e) (_y). Frequently the motive for an incident is not readily
discernible (e.g., a suicide or property destruction) or it must De
i deduced from the existing facts and circumstances. If the "wh/'
for "an incident is known or suspected it will be reported. When a
suspected motive is reported, the basis/rational for the suspicion
. will be noted.
(f) (How). Report the.manner/method by which an incide.ntactually
.or probably was committed and discovere_. "How" an incide_ntwas
discovered and committed should be rep3rted in sufficient _etail to "
assist proper authorities in the development of preventive measures,
Block 15.. Self-explanatory.
Block 16. Self-explanatory.
Block 17. Self-explanatory.
' Biock 18. Se_If-explanatory_
, i
• " "CD'ntinuation: .Entries requiring additional space may be continued at
_he end of the synopsis entry in Block 14 or on a separate sheet(s) of
bond paper. Each continuation sheet will be headed "Continuation" ar_
indicate t.heActivity Identification Co_e fl_umBlock 2.
F. _Supportin9 Documentation. All._oc_-n_tation (e.g., photographs,
. drawings) pertinent/relevant to the Incident or necessary to hlarify
_ the attendant facts will be for_rdea wi.th the _ 1-156 if the OIG
' has not alread,y been provided such supporting documentation.
• F. Copies of Reports. _he original Incident Report "will be for_mrded
to OIG with a copy to the key Agency Official responsible fOE coordinating
•incident reporting. A duplicate copy will be retained in the files
: of the originating office.
G. Transmission of Reports.
• [a) Within NDOL, reports should be tranm.nitted._ithLn two working
_ays in a sealed envelope, addressed to: Inspector General; R_ S1303.
Forward simultaneous copy to the appropriate key management official of
.£he reporting agency, o
" (b) Outside hDOL, mail the Incident Report to Lnspector General;
P.O. Box 1924; Washington, Do C. 20013. Forward simultaneous copy to
appropriate key management official of the reporting agency.
• o
(C) Electrically transmitted incident reports must include all
elements (blocks) of information noted on t.he.DL 1-156.
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APPENDIX K: ADP REVIEW FINAL REPORTS ISSUED OCTOBER I, 1978 -
MARCH 31, 1979.
• Name of Review Entity Type of Review
1. Minnesota State Information Systems ADP Centralization _
and Reports
Minnesota Department of Employment
Services
2. Florida Department of Commerce, ADP Cost Determination -
Caldwell Data Center Report
3. Employment Standards Administration Black Lung Application-
Office of Workers' Compensation Pgm. Survey Report
Division of Coal Mine Workers
4. Employmeht Standards Administration FECA Application -
Office of Workers' Compensation Pgm. Survey Report
Division of Federal Employees
Compensation
5. Colorado Division of Employment Security -
and Training Report
Division of Autotmated Data
Processing
6. NationalADP Cost Determination Cos_Determination -
Survey Report
7. U.S. Department of Labor Security -
Computer Center Management Letter
